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All Signs Show It’s Five Minutes ’til Spring
By GERALD
4(.11.11.4
body said it was spring.
"VS hen the sun’s center crosses the equator- it is spring. That
tIi,’ dictionary’s opinion.
Announces the calendar confidently, "SPRING BEGINS"
o days after tomorrow. Could be.
It seems that what blooms most iii the spring. Ira.! a. are not
.roselietals, but those flowering buds of pring Cliches: The
acts are
It. hard to get a -breath of spring- through all the f times,
:mil -moke.
Nlo-1 -spring fever- is going on behind the department
-tore Jai, windows.
.1 "young maii.s failcs" doesn’t turn all easier in the
-pringtime than it did in the winter, fall or st ,,,,, tier.
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SL HE Yva% to tell when spring is here i. to %sahib careful’s
bos about 12 years old between the last days of liebruary
and the first few days of April.
;
The day he stands on his chair in hi, 111/Wt 111111 readies way
back 1111
shelf for his second baseman’s glo% e i5ti call ha posifist. that spring has arrived.
1Iore a sundial of the time of year than ans first robin redbreasts on the lawn, is the appearanec from behind the shoulder
pads and helmet of a shalthy hunk of brims!’ leather that signifies spring.
raninected with this f ir-t spring lii is an ancient rite which
eer
12 -sear -old hos takes part in. Anil In keeping your 111. 011
111111 \ 1111 is ill spot this curious spectacle.
The rittial is the -making of a pocket- in the baseball glose,
and there is no other iiet so telling of the coming of spring.
If s I ill tvere eer a 12 -ear -o.151 luii
usiih I ssa.. not %firs long
ago soull remember pulling (limn a hill Jose and sitting iloYsii
on the bed to perform the first task of "making a pocket. The initial chore %s as to ultras el ten mile. of tssine from
around the gime. harpose of the string was elemental: last lett,.
her a baseball had been earefulls ’,limed in the pocket and the
leather fingers wrapped around it to keep the pocket intact
%slide the ball hibernated throligh die as inter mouth-.
When spring came. the pocket was supposed to be ready 111
ga but it 111’N er was
be disapi ,,, i , fled if it as as because
that would ha% I’ 1111,111 all the joy out of getting the pocket into
shape.
:tilipposiiilly you kept the ball in the middle of the glosii tic
.1,,,1
r45..serke the pocket fore
the next season. buttt 11 %%
.1 i11111:111 /11111 1
1/11i1111.1. someone had 01111. 10111 1111. in gospel. thatw
this as w hat
the big leaguers did with their glmes af ter thee
saso n was played
r

the dance
ice one, Sc.
frer 15 bide
he allowed

.r.y,
linguished a
Is, then ills.
lame ii F.
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i The real professionals on the block %sent so far a. to soak
their gime in a bucket of water iii get it all reads. but there
asasn’t raer ans carrying ’sitter up stairs in our hini,e.1

111.
t

FIT.
T INF. would fall at
feet in a heap. and
there in all its inajc’-tv Lea open the glioe.
Hight
1111 111111 11 lip under
nose to see if it still
smelled the same way it had the 5;ir before that wonderful
flank smell of perspiration and neatsloot ha -challis familiar

s agree:
for the
is. Tasty
a Burger.
14st. Hot

-1111.11.

The pocket as.,. still soirv stiff and cold f
all tliose months
oil a chill% closet shelf: and it took dass. situ -u as, iik.. of is limn and slamming, of hitting and spitting. of pounding and
kneading to get the. pocket into proper condition.
When von see a boy about 12 walking Ner -hod% down the
street looking hypimtivally at his hall glint. and socking it with
his right hand. you know what the boy is doing. II, is -making
a pocket.’"
Vont could find me anywhere during those first has %seeks
5.1 spring with my ;Jo% e 1111 MN bed, at the store, eluning down
the sidewalk. during 11‘1.1.-s, at the table hitting hell out of that
mitt a thousand times each das until the pocket began ysorking
itself into shape.
It took svork. this making of a poeket. for it hail to pass one
of the toughest Parie, of inspection pos.ible
are 12: the
nod f rim) other 12-viiar-old iits tiers iii 1,a-ehall mitts: the kid- on
the -145.ek.1pproval of the pocket was gi% en grudgingls. It 15.5,k place
1,11
iiertain 11111111111/11111.,1] eisa U11111
et-% 11171
j11.1 ’110 of
standing around hitting Iii mitt. not saying
Then sinbleid
the first hos mould of fer his gloot 111 the others.
That was the moment 1111 had worked for: the time when
i111 hall 111 exchange ;dotes with the oilier.. This sas another
"Law of the
It
took abont a n ,,,,,
before the pocket readied
that sotags, U111(1
pill it on 5.tir huillicas mid ills1 look at
it %shill. you undressed for hied that wonilerfol ellow.dirown
center 5.1 glove. The "pocket.’....metinies you slept with it on your hand. liallvia% afraid
that if Is -ft alone the
spot %%mild clisappear.
This was the familiar ritual of priMz 111,11
.-1111".111"1 11,^
heginning of the ..1.11,1111 and the summer just aroimil the rorner.
F.sers school Isos %vent at it %idiom a word, lint as itli -1.1eninity
that is .is close to reN1.1-1.1111.
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Santa ( .ruz --- .s exactly three ll’rekS
111111%.

THERE NV ’SS ;mother sacred part of the baseball gime that
took a lot of preparation. also. ’fills was the "webbing.- The
webbing for 5.11 Ishii do n5.1 know was that thin strip of
r
rawhide thongs I that 5ontiveted the thumb an5I fore.
II
I SO’
1111111111111g. 1111 is 11,11 ’ow! of Mil %oil
ON III .1 sq. 41 hat position as jl
yfillr..
.‘1,111I Mitt’. had gigantic 1.14/Op-like %%Ill’ 111 1111’111
hese
N1,,re special for the firt bie.emen
and this were. in faet,
knosso in the sernamilar is -trappers... 1csui %%ere alssasi. borrowing another fellim’s "trapperoften a. h’-- huh’. because it
r.-11 seciire on %our hand.
first basemen’s -trapper- ’Si,,. sometimes up to a fool in
length and II could catch and hold onto
thing within reach,
like a toa5I’s longue snagging a dragonf
11,11 put your best faith iti the asclibina. for it held along
N11111 a haribliit baseball. sour respectabilits as an infiehIcr.
I asould neser base admitted
the f "mowing statement ten
car- ago. kit the fart a+a..
-eared of a ground
hall -pinning at Ille at a 75 -mile
clip.
1iiil for some reason %shirk I
My words fly up, my
still do not km’s.. I ’,lased
thoughts remain below
base, as hid) gets haribliit
and it’s only natural,
zrmiliti halls all the time. If you
because R, ’A has those
are %Ailey and chicken. von get
Spaulding Saddles that
a glove with a good %ebbing:
are so good below, over
then a lot of our problems are
and on your feet. And
.1111 ell.
they’re great on your
If you got good at it. the webwallet too, cost only
bing could stop a ball while
14.95. What a small
sour f are %%as turned
makprice for such a great.
ing sou look fearless and deft
value. Forsooth and
as jilt a gime. Half the time ’cm
hark and get a pair.
could not onl% -top the ball but
base it stick thwap right in
sour mitt 111,1 as if SIM 11,111 ROOS ATKINS
planned
it
that
way
all s.
First at Santa
(continued on PlIge
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Rock Heads Grace Cornell
A Very Young Man’s Fancy
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(Continued from Page 1)
along.
When the compliments
came the thing to do was treat
It as nonchalantly as possible, even
though everyone knew it was pure,
foolish luck.)
But luck was something no one
admitted even existed when I
played baseball; everything was
skill, and to call a play ’’lucky"
was a slur on one’s character.
MOST OF what I remember of
my younger playing days lies in the
area or arguing and shouting. Modesty is not a trait of the young.
Ninety per cent of all games in the
street consisted of out -yelling the
other team as to whether a ball
was fair or foul, deciding how
many outs there were, what the
score was, whether the infield-fly
rule was to apply, if the play
counted when the ball hit the telephone wires, who broke the bat, if
so-and-so had touched home-plate,
if you could steal or not, whether
the catcher )your own man) HAD
to get a runner out, and if the
batter had ticked the ball on the
third strike or not.

The most fa.. .w cry that went
up %vas, -Oh... let the babies have
it!" You were designated a "baby"
if you quibbled over something
that had gone past the unofficial
arguing point. (One gained a payetiological atMintage by being the
first to yell out, "Let the babies
have it!")
I WENT without plenty of
desserts at dinner during the
springtime, when the das s never
ended. There was nothing ever
worse than busing to twiddle
your thumbs with 3 our glove in
sour lap, while the shouts of
voices could be heard starting
up the first game.
You played baseball up until you
couldn’t tell when the ball was
coming at you any more, and the
street lights went on, which was
about 9 o’clock. Then it was time
for "kick -the -can."
Kick -the-can was played until
one of us submitted to the call
from a mother on a back porch
somewhere,
Kick-the-can got to be. after you
had lived in the "block" for a num-
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BLAZERS
19.95 up

f cushions

199 S. FST STREET

1960

her of years. a game of %sic, ’a) her
than just a game or athletic contest.
Everyone already knew where
the best hiding places were, so
there was never any use trying to
find new ones.
This meant the trick was to
coax the man %t ho was "It"
away from "base" long enough
so that sou could come flyIng
home first, slapping the tree
vs ith sour hand, screaming
"freeeeeee!" at the top of your
Soled- just a little before you bit
"home."
Many times, however, the kick the-can games would develop into
mule-stubborn contests with nobody moving for lung periods of
time. And I can still recall the uncomfortable feeling of crouching
under a porch in the dirt or behind
a scratchy hedge, needing very
desparately to get to a bathroom.
Sometimes the beautiful sound
of "ollie-ollie-oxen-free!" saved me.
But more often I had to get caught
on purpose so I could continue the
night in a happier state of mind.
There were several other
springtime games we played but
tho.e two were the most timeconsuming. Variations on kick the-can included "tap-the-finger,"
"capture-the-flag" and
"Red Rover." Hop-scotch went
on during the day; "mother-mayI?" after school; dodge-ball at
!WPM

Student Discount

"Ifil i:a:111:1114of

Ma r01 18.

Free Parking in all City Lots

PIZZA
SPAGHETTI
RAVIOLI

The round tables covered
with checkered table cloths;
the bottle candle and bo+t’e ceiling; the gypsy wheel
lamps; the paintings; and
the room that once was a
cave. These things, plus pizza served the way
you like it, make San Remo’s the pizza house
with atmosphere. Drop in and see, we’d love
to serve you. If you don’t have a car, and don’t
’ike to walk, see below for delivery information.

THIS WAS how you knew it
was spring when you were 12.
And you didn’t need anyone to tell
you. The robins were there if you
saw them; the flowers were stepped over getting to first base; the
sunshine was only time to do with
what you wanted; the grass was to
lay on.
And through it all, the thwapthwap-thwap of the fist into the
leather hand, as the ritual of boyhood spring --the "making of the
pocket"continued.

Research Papers
To Be Presented
At Psych Meeting
Original research papers prepared by &IS psychology students will
be presented at a meeting of the
Spartan Psychological assn. March
23-24 from 2 to 4:20 p.m. in CH150,
according to Dr. Ronald C. Johnson, assistant professor of psychology.
The association invites all interested persons to attend.
Also on the psychology association’s agenda is a banquet and
speech meeting March 24.
Dr. Brant Clark, head of the
psychology department, will talk
on "The Psychologist and Astronaut in the Third Year of the Space
Age." Dr. Clark is well known in
the area of aero-medicine, according to Dr. Johnson.
Tickets for the banquet will be
sold until March 22. They are $2,
’,rid can he obtained at the psycholI ’11157
. ofli

NOW OPEN

The sculptured heads of eight
unknown men, who may have been
learned educators or playful stone
masons will decorate a multi -million dollar library at Cornell university.
The 18-inch -high heads were rescued from recently demolished
Boardman hall. Reluctant to let
these touches of the past slip into
a junk heap, it was decided to use
the busts in the $5,700,000 John
M. Olin Library due for completion
in the full of 1960.
Visitors to the campus will have
a tough time finding out who the
heads represent as their identity
has long been a source of campus
controversy.
Some claim the heads represent
Cornell professors of the past who
were honored when old Boardman
hall went up in 1892. This group
points to two faces which are said

ANSWER TO PROBLEM WHICH APPEARED IN LAST issur.: No,
ft is not possible to have a true love and yet be spurned.

BOUQUETS
"The louse of Flowers"
CY 2-06,42
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At

COPE & McPHETRES
PARKAS
40% OFF
BOOTS . . . 20 to 40% OFF
SKIS . . . . 20 to 40‘)/0 OFF
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U.S. DIVERS
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SPORTSWAYS
B. C. SUITS
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also complete line of SCUBA equipment
Open Monday and Thursday Nio1-4:,
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10th & Santo Clara

SUCH LINES AS . . .

flat tops
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CORSAGES

If you enjoy "toying" with problems like the above, why not
drop into the Placement Office and pick up a booklet full of
them? You’ll find copies in the Litton Industries distribution
box. A representative of the Electron Tube Division of Litton
Industries will be on campus for interviews with E.E. and
Physics graduates on --

Call CY 4-4009

San Remo’s

Salmta4

A real revolt involves resolution, responsibility, and reformation. An unsuccessful retort means that recognition means
that a lack of relativity involves a lack of reformation. Resolution involves an unsuccessful retort. Responsibility means
that recourse involves recognition. Relativity implies the
absence of recourse. There is recourse. Therefore there is not
any real revolL Is the conclusion valid?

01 of,

DELIVERY TIMES
Wed. and Thurs.
6 to 10 p.m.
Fri. and Sat.
6 to I I p.m.
4:30 to 9 p.m.
Sunday

COMPRESSED LIQI7gR
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI)A
deputy sheriff, curious about a
"funny noise" he heard coming
from the air compressor in the
home of Henry Junes, investigated
and found 64 bottles of illegal
liquor inside.

And a precious moment
when you receive flowi.rs
from

LOGICIAN’S CORNER

featuring all styles

FREE DELIVERY

Suddenly it’s Spring!

to resemble the baleful expressions
of educators staring down faltering
students during recitation.
The other school of thought contends the heads represent the likenesses of the craftsmen who fashioned them. This faction reports
that one head shows a "puckish
man . .. wearing what appears to
be a stone mason’s cap with one
eye closed in a sly wink."
The university said a total of 10
heads had been taken from Boardman hall, but two were discarded
because they were "Just too ugly."
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Fine Arts Plans Exhibitions,
Student’s Dream
Music
and Drama Events
Spring
Spring events from the Art, Music and Speech and Drama department. promise a full program of
activities in the fine arts.
The Art gallery has four exhibitions scheduled during the spring
semester. "Artist and Teacher,"
now on exhibition, continues
through March 30, showing paint_
ings and drawings by 39 art instructors from the West.
A collection of contemporary
prints from Yugoslavia will be
shown in the Art gallery from
April 6 to 29. The gallery will be
closed for Easter recess from April
i to 17.
Four abstract classicists will

be featured from May 4 to is.
The works of artists Karl KenJambs, Lorser FeRetrain, Frederick
ttttt nersley and John McLaughlin nill be displayed In the
gallery.
The semester will close with the
annual student exhibition May 25
to June 10. Gallery hours are from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday and on Sundays during each
exhibition from 1:15 to 5 p.m.
MUSIC FESTIVAL
A major event for the Music department this spring will be the
third annual contemporary Music
Festival on campus April 22. The
festival provides composers the op-

A & M AUTO REPAIR
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR SPECIALTY

Powerglide

HydrarnatiC

student rates -

456 E. SAN SALVADOR

CY 5-4247
-

TYPEWRITERS
and ADDING MACHINES

WE SELL - RENT - REPAIR
Latest or Used Models
Special Student Discount
with A.S.B. Card

portunity to have unpublished
manuscripts performed.
Also on the music calendar for
spring will he concerts by the college glee clubs May 4 and 5, the
symphony orchestra May 9 and 10,
a performance by the Opera Workshop May 13 and 14 and the symphonic band May 17.
Although the major portion df
the SJS speech and drama department’s 1959-1960 season is already
behind the curtain, there still remain several productions.
SPRING DRAMA
The drama calendar includes,
"Right You Are," a comedy, by
Italian playmaster Luigi Pirandello, to be presented March 25, .26
and 29 through April 20.
The annual all -student musical
comedy "Revelries" is scheduled
for Morris Dailey auditorium on
March 28-29. This year’s show is
entitled "Innocence and Insolence."
Every Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
the Studio Theater, a series of presentations will be held from the
oral reading, radio-TV and directing classes. These "Studio Hours"
are open to all students and are
free.
On April 28 the semi-annual Dr.
Dorothy Katieher Oral Reading
Award contest will he held, with
a $50 cash prize going to the top
oral reader.
"Young Ben," the spring children’s play will be presented twice
Nich Saturday on April 28 and 30
in the College Theater, main stage.
Closing out the speech season
will he the staged reading of "The
Three-Cornered Hat" by
Pedro
Alarcon on May 6 and 7 In the
Studio Theater.
The famous French play by Ferenc Molnar, "Liliom’’- -later made
into the popular Rodgers and Hammerstein musical-comedy "Carousel"- will be produced en May 20,
21 and 25 through 28 in the College
Dicetir

Spartanailv

PETERSON OFFICE EQUIPMENT
393 W. SANTA CLARA

CY 3-6467

n_.. . . . . . . . . __.___.. ._.. . . _. . .
Oxford Shop

. _blame Wong
Copy Editor .
Darla Grainger
Society Editor
Art & Muscle Editor blelva Vollersen
. Robert Christman
Photo Editor .
Ronald Bates
Wire Editor
Matlotv
Exchange Eilisor
Gerald .NOch man
Drama Editor

The first harpsichord among
California state colleges will have
many features similar to the harpsichord used by J. S. Bach.
The sound board for the instrument Is made of spruce importedi
from Switzerland. The case is ma-I

PANCAKE HOUSE

1 .-The new iltaquel

World Famous PANCAKES

k

1680 El Camino Real

CH 3-8256

is in the air

at VALLEY FAIR
You will enjoy shopping these seven merchants at dynamic Valley Fair, Santa Clara
County’s most complete shopping center.
Open Monday and Thursdays until 9 p.m.

The Fashion

Coast Radio
82 VALLEY FAIR

DOWNTOWN, 266 S. FIRST

6 VALLEY FAIR

CH 3-8000

Featuring

All Records at Discount

Sportswear

Stereophonic - Monaural - Classics - Popular - Jazz

Spring and Summer

Ter

All RCA Victor

Stereo Records
Price

.e ar.o are.cf

Junior House * Kore, of California
M. R. Fleishman Co.
,2_,stin McCarty
Adelaar Harbu-

Factory Fresh

and many other.

Swimwear

at "C’ Parking Lot

,e Marie Reid

Webster’s Shoes

Jenkel Jewelers

86 VALLEY FAIR CH 8-3291

Since 1886

feafLring:

Diamonds
Engagement & Wedding Rings
Birthstone Rings

BUSTER BROWN shoes for ch, dren.

WARD
GOETERSON

pie Irian Brazil and has a hand rubbed finish with seven coals of
semi -glass lacquer to bring out the
natural color of the wood.
It Is a double keyboard instrument with four sets of strings for
each note and will have a range of
five full octaves.

Uncle John’s

8
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NATURALIZERS
PARADISE KITTENS
SPALDINGS
and a complete line o;

5.95
5.95-7.95
12.95-25 00
22.50-59.50
39.95-89.50

Casual Jackets
Sport Coats
Suits

Comes

By MELVA VOLLERSEN.
being assisted by graduate student
’Curtis Bowman.
Art and Muscle Editor
The keyboard, an additional
Dreams do come rrue, although
In the case of a harpsichord for bridge and the strings remain to
San Jose State, it has taken nearly be completed. The finished harpsithree years and the combined ef- chord is excepted to have a value
forts of a talented former student. of $5000.
and the Music department and
faculty to make the dream a reality,
The idea for the harpsichord oripresents .
ginated with James B. Tyler,
S
1958 graduate with a general me
iiirvi;
S
...---jor and an interest in music and %
JAZZ
science.
Thurs.
Beginning with a 1957 term pa
per project on working plans fin
construction of a harpsichord, Tyt
ler undertook to build the instru,--",,
litS2a ..m.k
ment with the cooperation of the
Music department.
0
For the past two and one-halt
Masque Jazz Trio
years the harpsichord has been in
Ind
construction, with completion of
Comedian Dick Booth
1
the instrument due this summer.
Tyler, now a pipe organ builder
and research assistant in the area
has donated his time and talent to - N 484 E. SAN CARLOS ’t
ward finishing the project. He
91M And loth

Advertising Mgr., Dale Pratt
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Shirting of entrinsic interest and
cpality have always been the standard of this establishment and let
it be known that our assortment
of quality traditional mens furnishings and clothing cannot be exceeded.
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28 VALLEY FAIR
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SECOND ANNIVERSARY
SALE

17 -Jewel, Waterproof Shock Resistant Movement. Fro.,
Stainless Steel Expansion Band. 1 -year guarantee.
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Clothing

No Money Down, 50c a Week
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Here are the reasons...
Bigger Trade-ins
Better Financing
Lowest Bank Terms

Lower Prices
Better Service
Finest Service Facilities

Hal Littler

Joe Gunnels

(This ad is good for $25.00 in trade)
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YOU’LL ENJOY SHOPPING IN
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DYNAMIC VALLEY FAIR

Portable Radio

Santa Clara County’s Most Complete

Complete with Batteries,
Carrying Case and Earphones Reg 39 95

Regional Shopping Center
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Meters . . . No Time

Any of these men can save you hundreds of dollars

’Mac McMahan

Campi Music Co.

SPARTANS

Spring Special...26.95
We quve ’,Ai I

limit
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Valley fair

Stevens Creek Blvd., San Jose

Stanford Relays Tomorrow
/0"Jirtfitly Spikers Favored

Balls o Fire!

4sPART.VN NAHA’

A’s Athletic-But Not Enough
Us I.11t1 1’11 Nit

5-partan cport4

I In First NCAA Test

lt,, 11 I. \ ’,111.(1%
I lie I ii -I Iiii, It-i lot 1lie Gold- could develop into the race of the
en Raider illinclails is tomorrow day If the competitors have any
at I p.m. %heti l’.1 too Jordon’s energy left from the other rigora Jiilitinecime- StatillIrd Indian,. 1111111 1111. Stan- ous events. NCAA title holder
Kansas
Charlie Clark and Ralph Dykes
, latel in the American League ford relas. at the Farm.
VI bile SJS gets the noil in the from State will oppose either Berfor a ttttt ither of :sears may finalsprints. the Indians are strong til Lundh or Bob Monzingo of the
ly he on its ssti
in the 440, 880, and mile. The field Indians.
V. ith a rookie manager. new events are even with the ittiders
ACE BROADJUMPERS
faces, and a lot of confidence. having an edge in the high jump
Good marks should prevail in
are out to shed the and pole vault with the javelin, the broadjump where the Spartans
the At
-patsy" label hung on them by discus, and the shot put going to have Mac Burton, Tom Daniels
the farm boys.
the rest of the league.
and Marcos shooting for the 25
MS SPRINTERS ’READY
foot mark. John Kelly of the Farm
Bob Elliott will be at the helm
The Spartans will send their top team has a best leap of 24’9’2".
this year in his debut as a major
The same group from bot h
league manager and it’s a cinch relay team to the wire in the 440
he has his job cut out for him. and 880 relay events. Bullet Bob schools return to the discus circle,
With a little luck the A’s might Poynter, Bob Brooks, Jim Flem- but Stanford’s cause is enhanced
, finish at the top of the second ons’ and Willie Williams make up by. the talents of Bell, who has
division, but to rate them any the team that will oppose Norm spun the plate 1641Y’.
Pease, Dean Smith, Bob Besse
higher would be foolish.
Jim Backstrand has a bes I
octet heave of 212 feet in the javelin
In fact, sixth place Is a much and Len Breschini. The same
more likely bet if you’re at all will probably mix in the 100 meter for the Indians.
optimistic. The Athletics finished dash which Poynter is expected to
GOOD POIX COMPETITION
the ’59 season with 66 wins and win.
Dick Kimmel, Curtis Chappell
pit
Tim
will
relay
distance
The
88 losses, and it must be recalled
and Jeff Chase have all done over
Jerry
440,
in
the
Curtis
Tam
that a 5-17 showing against the
13 feet in the pole vault. Dave
Yankee "cousins" was more than Howell in the 880, Frank Fulf- Merchant of the Indians has vaultanand
the
mile
running
tange
enough to keep them from finished 13 feet six inches so the pole
ing above Boston and Baltimore. chored by Charlie Clark in the vault is a tight event that can go
two mile against the strong mid- ,
either way.
die distance team of Besse 14401,1
AN IMPRESSIVE rookie short- Ernie Cunliffe (8801. Bertil Lundh
The high jump already has the
stop named Ken Hamlin gives (mile) and Bob Monzing (two name of team captain Errol Wilevery indication that he could be mile).
liams notched in the first place
the medicine the doctor ordered
In the two mile relay, Bowen, mark. Williams’ 6’9’2" leap is fat
for the K.C. infield. Though only Clark, Wulftange and newcomer ahead of Rune Engebretsen’s 6’2"
sporting a .251 batting average Ray Pena will be a surprising un- jump.
last year at Columbus of the In- derdog over the strong Indians.
Cager Dennis Marc, Chappell
ternational League, the youngster Cunliffe will lead his mates, Norm and Marcos round out the field
gave a good account of himself in Lloyd, Chris Hungerland, and for the Spartans in what should
the RBI department.
sophomore Rick Klier, around the be an interesting event to Bud
Winter and Jordan, to say noth, To get anything, you must give oval.
up something, and Kansas City ; The sprint medley relay will ing of the excitement the fans
found it necessary to deal away bring Jim Flemons 14401, Phil enjoy during the relays.
what may have been its prize i Clifton (220), Bruce McCullough
, catch.
(220) and Steve Maynard 1881,
In Person
Outfielder Roger Mario was sent against Pease, Breschini, Smill
to the Yankees, and undoubtedly and Cunliffe in the mile affair.
In the eight man two mile le
will be of considerable help to
and his
them, but it must not be over- lay, the Spartans will send Mick’:.
QUINTET
looked that the A’s picked up four Machamer, MeCullough, Per:,
Yankees in the deal who are far Howell, Williams, Flemons, CIII
ous
I from through.. Norm Siebern, tis and Poynter against SAY.
will
hurdle
high
meter
120
The
Mary Throneberry, Hank Bauer,
and Don Larsen should give the be a nip and tuck fight between
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
the improving Phil Clifton of
A’s a better-rounded ball club.
SAT. EVE. MARCH 19 at 8:30
Sparta and Dan Moore and Bob
$3.75. $2.75, $1.75 ot Si
It means, too, that K.C. now
Martin of the Indians.
S ’.
e: CY
’
has a full team of Yankees, and
hurdles
meter
400
grueling
The
our guess is that they would like
Walker
and
Ben
be
run
by
will
nothing better than to even the
McCullough for State and Don
score with the Yanks for trading
Bell, Jordan’s decathlon prospect
them away.
for the Olympics.
Somehow, old teammates have
The 3000 meter steeplechase
a knack for biting the hand that
once fed them and there’s a 5-17
score with the Bombers that the
Athletics are just itchin’ to settle.
(This is the second in a series of 16
on the mejor league teems. Monday
lekimore Orioles.)

four
LIKE LIGHTNIN’ These
Spartan speed bolts (I. to r.) Bob
Brooks, Willie Williams, Bob
Poynter and Jim Flemons, will
be featured in the 440 and 880
yard relays at the Stanford relays. The quartet will be after
the best Spartan mark of :39.7
set last year in the Modesto relays when Ray Norton anchored
the team.

N
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THURSDAY
Corned Beef & Cabbage
FRIDAY
$1
SPAGHETTI
a, you can eat

Big Discounts on
Gasoline!
Motor Oil
All brands 38c qt.
Cigarettes 22c pk.

Fri. and Sat. Night
Have fun with the

LEE SISTERS
COMMUNITY SINGING
Tre Race where Everyone
T’-e A

SAHARA OIL CO.

IRISH
VILLAGE

2ND and WILLIAM
PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

93 Willow Street

VAUGHN’S
Spring Introduction

George Shearing

Slacks
One -B uck
To introduce you to
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SLATE

FRIDAY FLICKS

"THE YOUNG LIONS"

7:30

MAYFAIR

ON THE BEACH
also
THE MIRACLE
Ped,

Ava GardnerC,

FOX
CY 3.7007
3 UNIT
SHOW

Caro! BierWalter

TOWNE THEATER
’WE ARE ALL MURDERERS’
’LOVERS AND THIEVES’

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
E
"ON THE BEACH"

DOG

"1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS"
S’orrinq Mr. ..1

GAY THEATER
"WOMAN LIKE SATAN"

CitverwilmScobriE
COLOR by DE LUXE

DAVID LADD DONifIALTRDC,
A, RnI?
1HE000RE BIKEL
SARA CECILIA LCADE 011C11E5114
Alt MONS Of ROME
RON. 0

completed new store
we offer a pair

I::

plus

EL RANCHO
’OPERATION PETTICOAT’
.Cary Ors’.
,
Also
’HAPPY ANNIVERSARY’

"13
FIGHTING
MEN"
with
Grant
Williams

"Rhapsody
of
Steel"
TinsIrsew.
r,,

HELD OVER!
Boa Office Opens 12 15
Continuous
SAM SPKOrt.

EULIK711

11011111311ERY

FlINtItit

SIDINjYi

TAYLOR CLIFT HEPOURN
Academy

THE HI-LOS

THE It: 111.CEE hill staff was
victim of the worst team ERA in
the majors at 4.35, A lot may depend on the fate of Johnny Kucks
and Bob Grim, another pair of
ex -Yankees. Both were losers last
season, but better is expected
from them. The addition of Bob
Trowbridge, acquired from Milwaukee, could solve part of the
problem.
The big righthander will at
least get the chance he never got
from the Braves. It’s an uphill
climb, but then, it always is after
a disappointing year.

of slacks for only $1
with the purchase of
one pair at the
regular price.
Choose from 600
pair of slim -legged
unpleated slacks

ad,

Award
Nominees:
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
KATHARINE HEPBURN
Both nominated for
SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER"

FORMAL
WEAR
fos::71:riltl’in:r

Before You Leave for the Beach
Have YAGER & SILVA
Service Your Car
’

EdgLOK
SALES

RENTALS

In S+, Jose

15 South 2nd Street
CY4 2322
Pol.. kto San
Oa and and Berkeley

PARKING
Student
Rates

from our regular
stock. This offer is for

The most powerful approach
to sales you’ll ever hear!

a limited time only

EARL NIGHTINGALE
reveals the

in the San Jose store.

"Strangest Secret"

Complete Brake Repair Lubrication
Engine Tune -Up Starter, Generator Work

SMART STUDENTS
Learn how you Can 101 your
way to the things yOu want
Don’t mils this dynamic
presentation by Star Salesman Award Winner Earl
Nig htilllp In

SAVE
AT

VA:El:GUYS
STUDENT CLOTHIITG UNION
CV 2-7611

4th (Up the alley/

R

%T)\ I It

Over 25 Years Experience
Serving San Jose State Students

Sponsored by the San Jose Sales Executives’ Association
NOW’

HEAR

MR. NIGHTINGALE
on record
FREE!
R,cording played every day
every hour -10 a re to
p
CIVIC AUD.LOBBY

\ I lit \

/

"DIABOLIQUE"

BEACHTIMERS!

Vaughn’s recently

121 So

Morris Daily
2,4

MON. & TUES.
Mar. 21 - 22
8:00 P.M.
1.,,
S.J. CIVIC AUD.
CY3-0860

YAGER & SILVA
SHELL SERVICE
Cor. 4th and San Fernando
Phone Cypress 5-8968

Williams Hurls 3 -Hitter, But ,

ekTE
cKs
DN

r

vemesean,

Gators Snap 4-Game
SJS Win Skein, 3-2
11

NIth, I’LTERS
San
Francisco spelled defeat for Williams. With
Dimitiotke
:Freddie Glos. one out Datur’s Steve Dehre and
Slate leftliander
0% with a clover -leaf in his Tom Davis were walked and they
a lour caria, all the way around on a
put the clamps
art
P
booming triple off the potent bat
owe :ati Jose ,liate win streak
Spartans, 3-2, in a of Tummy Ilarper.
hF edging the
Irishman Bill Diasphy then celeIht pitchers’ battle
St. Patrick’.
brated his nationality’s holiday by
IliAlluAllIll.
ari the Gator
scoring Harper when SJS first s.IS southpaw Lally Williams
sacker Tom Rike tripped after
absorbed the heartbreaking loss,
catching the Gator’s fly.
bringing his record to 1-3 and the
That was all she wrote for the
Spartans’ overall slate to 6-5.
Hoping to get back In winning
tom the Meals tackle a perennially tough Siwramento State
hall club in a capital city doubleheader tomorrow afternoon.
is yesterday’s fray it took a
masterful Job on the part of Gloshigh flying piece
ter to derail the
of Spartan baseball machinery, as
tbe Gators, behind their tricky
portsider’s four-hitter, overcame a
three-hit effort by Williams.
ft Was a hectic first inninc that

Specialists in

Foreign and
Sports Cars
Tune-up

apsody
of
feel"
Tonsure
horn
or-space

Complete
Overhaul and Repair
Work
Lubrication

Gators, however, as Williams
shut them out the rest of the
way while allowing Just two
hunt singles.
In tire meantime Glosser was
carving himself quite a ball game.
He had a no-hitter going until Rike
got a fifth inning safety and his
only troublesome Inning was the
seventh when the Spartans tallied
their two runs on three hits.
Williams led off the frame by
grounding out, but then Augie
Scornaienchi singled and raced
home on a tremendous 400-foot triple by Jim Pusateri, who has really
been pasting the ball.
Pusateri trotted In with the locals’ second and final tally on
!like’s second hit of the contest to
make it 3-2.
Catcher
Scortudenchl,
who
boosted his team leading average
to .323, and slugger Pusateri appear to he the only Spartans
that have been consistently belting the hull.

Lowest Gas Prices

OPEN 8 to 5
Sat. ’til noon

In San Jo,a
ETHYL-100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANI
Cigarettes 22t

e

r
revt
Onmme
332 LINCOLN AVE.
CT 2-7976

At

SP1R7

Friday, March IR.1900
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All Major Oils-38;

20% STATIONS
4th a Williarn-6th & Keyes
10TH AND TAYLOR

Spartan StadiumToday
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Giants To Sweep NL With 120 Wins
S et
the Nationl
a L eague on fire while racking up a reeord
her of s ictories, the San Francisco Giants will sweep
into the V. told Series with a 120-34 mark!
Hon% laugh! This startling figure has not been conceived
through irrational thought, but instead has been detertnineti
through careful serutivization of baseball’s finest pitching stuff.
At that, 1te have helm con.enatise a ith most of the pitchere
on the Candlestick corps, but thew.-depth and unlimited potential
Twenty-one-year-old Mike won
could mathematically reach the 12 games last season, but he is
staggering 120-win total.
bound to improve with age and,
Our theory land we hope 11111 considering he lost some real close
litigney is tuned In) concentrates decisions, we think he should be
the major Giant pitching load on good for 17 on a pennant winner.
Ike flingers Sam Jones, Johnny
Winter acquisition O’Dell, one of
Antoneill, Jack Sanford, Mike Mc- the AL’s best in 1959, should easCormick and Billy O’Delleach ily win 15 games, as he has won
starting approximately :11 contests. as many as 12 for lowly Baltimore
This quartet, as good as you’ll in previous campaigns.
find anywhere in regards to balance, speed, youth and experience,
will account for 92 of the 120 triumphs.
LEADS IN E.R.A.
Junes, the NL’s ERA leader with
2.b4 in VA% will win 20 games.
That’s a real conservative figure
for a man who won 21 games last
season and lost at least a handful’
of close ones, but "Sad" Sam is a
year older, so we’ll knock off one.
Antonelll, a 19-game winner In
’59, will also come through with 20.
Big John spent an entire month
last year going for No. 20, but his
fruitless efforts, which were largely criticized, will spur him to try
harder and he could conceivably
win more than 20. But then again,
we’re being conservative!
The third hurler to reach the
magic circle will be Sanford, who
should have a tremendous season
now that he knows he can win in
the big time. Last season Jack, a
15-game winner, was out for over
a month of the season, so we figure
that with an added six or seven
starts he can come through with
20.
SECOND TO SPAIN
When Warren Spahn. one of the
game’s greatest lefthanders, retires
from his mound duties the Giants’
McCormick could very well rate as
the NL’s toughest portsider.

From the second-line of throwers
We SWAIM get at least eight victories out of Mtn Miller, and use
apiece from Billy Loes, Al Worthington and Ramon Monzant. Again
being fair we will only give the
remaining moundsmen on the club
five triumphs for a grand total of
120 wins and the obvious pennant
that comes along with such a sterling accomplishment.
A rundown of the victory chart:
WINS!
PITCHER
. . lll .
20
1
Sant Jones;
20
Johnny Antoneill
.
20
Jack Sanford
17
!
Mike McCormick
13
Billy O’Dell
X
Stu Miller
3
Billy 1.tm,4
5
Allan Worthington
Hanlon Monzant
Others
3

UNFORESHOULD
SOME
SEEN INJURIES grip the ball
club the team could lose a few ,
more games than 34, but even by
giving the top five Giant pitcher,.
only 15 wins the San Franciscans,
,would still have a 103-51 mark,’
which should easily cop the flag
In what promises to be a fairly
tight race -among the other seven
teams, that is!

Aquamen Challenge Bears

7//a4dic-fre

San Jose State’s once-beaten
swim team travels to Berkeley today to meet the Cul aquamen, ir
what shapes up to be a close dual
meet.
The Bears, boasting more depth
in the freestyle events, are paced
by Jim Small in the 220, 440 and
200-yd. butterfly.
Ross Berry and Don Betikers
hold the Spartans’ hopes in the

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

Headlight Duo-Flap Ivys!

Varsity Netrnen
Journey fo SFS

You’re always right

events. and Berry has beaten the
Cal ace once this season.
Coach Tom O’Neill’s Spartans
will be heavily favored in the backstroke events with Tom !stated.
the 1958 champion.
The Cal tankers boast several
strong breaststrokers, but SJS
rates a slight edge in diving competition and the medley relay.
The swimmers’ lone loss was to
Stanford in the season opener.

San Jose State’s unbeaten varsity netters will try to keep pace
with the frosh tomorrow when
they journey to San Francisco
State to meet the Gators in a 2
p.m. court battle.
The yearling tennis team ran its
string to six yesterday with a tight.
5-4 win over San Francisco City
college on the locals’ home grounds.
Top-seeded Stinson Judah, Gordy
Stroud, Jeff Davis and Bruce Williams swept to singles victories.

Frosh Tackle Jaguars

1959, but P.yner is giving him fits
it with every race.
Ron Davis is going to attempt
two in a row oser San Jose city
to break his ossn record In the
college Jaguars ibisafternoon
mile and set a frosts record in
at Spartan staid’
. Field events
the two mile run. With es cry
begin at 12:45 with r
g
week, the flashy Ni-se Englander
events slated fur 1 p.111.
imprmes bin lune.
owTske w
.1
Ittitl St udney, t Ire small man
80 points In a triangular with the
Jaguars and Oakland junior college with the strong arms doubles in
the shut put und his specialty the
at the Jaguars’ home base.
Given good weather for the first Javelin, Ile hits already thrown the
time this season Coach Bert Bon- javelin 213 feet, which eclipses the
anno’s charges may go on a record frosh record; however, this was
done in high school.
breaking spree.
The sprints will feature co-captain Al Trette, Rieh Fambrini,
Bill Palmer and Len Rhodes.
Dave Dunbar and the other co captain Bruce Ryner make the 880
one of the stronger events. Dunbar was the leading premier in
The

Golden

tlsinm’lamla will

to nmake

SKIN DIVERS
COMPLETE RENTAL

Suits
Tanks
Regulators

MANY SPECIAL
BARGAINS
BLEMISHED

Irorn
to extreme.,
Harty P.othman t 5"-250 pounder
from Capuchin. will triple an ihe
shot, Javelin and discus.

fro.li

Haider

try

State is well represented in the
broad jump, hop-step-jump and
pole vault with the talents of
Bruce Turnbull. In the bop-step
event, the Slit Mier, Wash., lad tuss
passed the 47’ mark, which is iM
school record.
Coach llonanno explained that
he tries to schedide each team
twice so he can compare marks
against the same opponents.D.AL

BIG SALE
20 to 5000 OFF

SKIS
CLOTHING

NORTHLAND
KNEISSEL
ROSSKOFF
KASTLE

WHITE STAG
STRETCH PANTS

1/3

OFF

PARKAS

1/3

OFF

FINS, MASKS

USED EQUIPMENT

BOOTS

120

TOTAL

R4II 4-5

"Most Complete
Stock in Area"

STAN’S
SKIN DIVING SHOP
554 SO. BASCOM

KOFLACH
KASTINGER

20-40% OFF
HENKE
KLEE

Freeman’s Ski Shop
840 THE ALAMEDA

CT 5-7617

aci50

4OUTFITS

FOR ONLY UV

,4

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
CV 2-7501
96 E San Fernando

PORTOLA DRY CLEANING
AND LAUNDRY SERVICE

263 E. Williams

CY 4-8842

IN GENUINE

HEADLIGHT
SluiffigooF
IVYS

NG
nt

’--C704,4:1516
(}{)
PrifitINA

ti

Ivy Duo -flop slacks. Meatless.
No

other

fabric

has

the

515

smooth polished look ... the
strength ... the long wear of
exclusive

Headlight

Snag
SPRING IS HERE

Proof. Sanforized. Best looking slacks mode.

6.99
You will always look
your best in Headlight Snag Proof
the real polished
Tear and snag resistant
cotton sateen.
Finest long staple cotton * High tensile strength
Vol
dyed, fast color, mercerized. Two ply warp and filling
combed yarns. The finest slacks that money con buy.

MAX: Spring is forth coming! The trees will no longer be
gaudy and bare! Everything will be fresh and green and ...
GROWLER: What are you raving about? You’re nearly foaming at the mouth!
MAX: Don’t you feel better in Spring? Warm sunnew life
beach partiesnew clothesbaseball
. Don’t you enjoy
doing anything?
GROWLER: Heck no! It’s the same old drag! I feel miserable,
and I lost my front dentures and I was kicked off the chess
team! Why should I be happy?
MAX:

Why, it’s fun to be alive!

GROWLER:

VA
ndo
i8
10.1.

misrossE FOR mt n
- SANTA CLARA as SECOND
SINCE 1121
GREEN STAMPS
Tie Gine Them

311So. 3rd
PARK FREE ... 20 So. 2nel
CITY PARKING TICKETS VALIDATED

Yeah, who said so?

’A

MIX "N’ MATCH
Your Choice of 2 All Wool Suits or Sport Suits
To Make 4 Completely Different Outfits For Dress or Casual!
Imagine! 4 Outfits For A Cost of Less Than 17.50 Each!

2 COATS x 2 PANTS
Free Alterations
Win a vacation for two in
Hawaii, or a RS store mare,
malls* order with this coupon
Drawing for store prise or
pn.
Ma, VI 15,9

4 WAYS TO PAY.
Esnkamericar1
Int erri3tion .11

MAX: Now, tell me, Growler, don’t you just love LARKS hotdogs? Don’t you enjoy the delicious, mouth-watering, juicy
flavor of those LARKS hotdogs?

Dundee s Layaway

GROWLER: Hey, that’s something to be happy about! 1 always feelioetter after I’ve eaten at LARKS!

DUNDEE’S OWN

MORAL: Happiness is a state of mind. And if you want to
get into that state of mind, LARKS is the place where you
can do it.
181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

A’

or ask about
LOW COST
6 -MONTH
CREDIT PLAN!

OUTFITS!

Fill in coupon for chance on store prise plus F,ee Trip
to Hawaii Sot 2 Deposit coupon only at:

DUNDEE
119 South

First Street

Share this offer with
a friend or classmate,
and save money.

DRESS
Phone

Open Monday & Thursday ’til 9 P.M.

Dundee_
119 South First Strect

11191"--

-
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Trial of 15 Student Negroes Postponed

300 World Tours Available
At Small Cost to Collegians
More than 300 tours to Europe,
Asia and every corner of the
globe are available to students,
some for as low as $985.
Trips to such "far-away places"
as Paris, Rome, London, and Copenhagen highlight most European student tours, but many offer lectures by American and European professors on the economlcs, culture and philosophy of
the countries to be visited,
TWO ADVANTAGES
Student tours offer two distinct advantages: first, they cost
less, and secondly, they offer an
opportunity to mingle with citizens of the country, and a chance
to talk with students and people
in foreign lands.
Reservations for all the tours
may he made by contacting any
trmel agent.
Prices begin as low as $985 for
32 days in Europe and go up to

more expensive tours, including
one for 74 days around the world
at a cost of $2400.
Prices for most trip, include
all expenses except that of getting
to the point of departure, usually
San Francisco or New York.
ADVANCE RESERVATIONS
Advance reservations are a
must. One local travel agent suegests you reserve tour space as
much as ten months in advance
to be assured of tourist class reservations. which are usually
snapped up firs,.
One tour. called "Maupintour,"
conducts the -Grand European
Russia Tour" which leaves New
York on June 16 and 23. This
tour consists of Europe and Russia and is made up of college students.
JET FLIGHT
Travelers leave New York by
jet and arrive in London on the
-

morning of the second day. Three
and a half days are spent in London viewing Westminster Abbey.
the Houses of Parliament. a n d
the Shakespeare country around
Stratford -on-Avon.
; From London, the tour goes to
13russells, Amsterdam. Hamburg,
Copenhagen and Stockholm. On
the 20th day the tour arrives in
Leningrad ’once known as St.
Petersburg. since it was built by
Peter the Great as a "Paris of
Russia."
MOsCOW VISIT
On the 26th day tourists arrive
in Moscow and begin the guided
tour of the Communist city and
surrounding countryside. Highlights of the Moscow visit include
a trip through the Moscow State
University classrooms and student accomodations.
Leaving Moscow on the 33rd
day, "Maupintour" takes student
visitors to Yalta and a boat trip
on the Black Sea. Following this
are visits to their Russian cities.
On the 50th day travelers arrive
in Warsaw.
After three days in Warsaw,
the trip continues on to Prague,
West Berlin, Cologne. Luxembourg, and on the 65th day
Maupintour" arrives in Paris.
Five days in Paris gives visitor,
a chance to see Versailles, u
its almost five miles of garden
and the famous "Hall of Mirrors."
Also included on the Paris tour
are trips to Napoleon’s tomb, the
Louvre, the Eiffel Tower and
Montmartre.
Departure is on the evening of
the 70th day, by jet for New York
and the end of the tour.
Complete cost of this tour
$1697, not including personal expenses such as tips and entertainment. It is estimated this tour
would run as high as $6000 for
non-college students.
For those who don’t want to go
to New York to depart, Hilton
Tours offer an 81 -day tour roundtrip leaving from either Los Angeles or San Francisco for $1495.

Somethini To Sing About

RANGIBURGER
4 -POUND Ground Round
SOFT FRENCH ROLL
Lettuce - Tomato

Pickle - Onion

TIOYS TACOS
4TH AND ST. JAMES

Splash into Spring
with a suit from our
new "mermaid" collection
10.98 to 29.98
You’ll also want to see
our other spring fashions.

’

ORANGEBURG, S.C. I UPD
The trial of the first 15 of 400
Negro students arrested Tuesday
for staging an antisegregation
parade through the town w a s
postponed when defense attorneys
challenged the method of selecting
jurors.
Negro lunch counter demonstramay see the "Passion Play," pro- tors marched on the Arkansas
duced only once every ten years.
Following the famous religious
play, a swing down into Switzerland is next, and from there Rome.
via Milan and Venice.
We Have A

capitol in Little Rock yesterday
land a tense racial situation developed in downtown Savannah, Ga.
About 40 Negroes singing "The
Star Spangled Banner" and "God
Bless America" marched on the
capitol in Little Rock after sitdown demonstrations at sit !pact

Se it cheapiny ep cchubert
?fedi iihd it

Stuck for a Gift?

SIGHT SEEING
In Florence a full day of sightseeings on an individual basis
planned.
From Italy, the next stop
southern France and, for mar*
the highlight of this or any other
tourglamorous Monte Carlo A
full evening is provided here after
a day on the beach.
Tourists leave Monte Carlo Aug.
17, ten days later, after stops in
Avignon, Barcelona and Madrid,
and board the boat in Lisbon for
the return trip to either San Fran.
cisco or Los Angeles. The ten
day return trip takes students to
Trinidad and through the Panama
Canal.
Both tours outlined are only
two of the more than 300 available to college students. For additional information about these
or others, contact any commercial travel agent.
Europe. Asia and the Near East
can become a reality for a moderate cost, compared to the price
of the same trip as a non -student.

five downtown I u l.. .1 c
.
The Negroes did not
entcr
capitol.
George Gov. Ernest
had dispatched ’20 state vandive
trooper
to Savannah earlier today
, request of local officials at th
wh.,
feared disorder

Wide Selection of

Parakeets
Finches
Buntings
Canaries
Student Discount
With ASB Card

CePheP e Park & naqiee
neap ee,:sicpucian Pap’:

PET AND GARDEN SHOP
668 LINCOLN AVENUE
CY 2-4950

4

OR A

NTOTICE!
TRU-SOUND
OFF!!!! TIV!
tau

COMPONENTS
!HIGH FIDELITY
3400 Stevens
Creek Road

I

1

CH 3-1403

LEAVES SAN FRANCISCO

casuals
dressy dresses
sportswear

jhe

This tour leaves San Francisco
June 25 via the "S.S. rm.\
and arrives in London after stop at Kingston, Jamaica and Hann:
ton, Bermuda.
Visits to Paris. Amstertiair
Brussels and Luxembourg occupy
the seven days after leaving London.
In Oberammergau. Germany. on
the 36th day of the tour visitors

lie" Cage

455 E. WILLIAM

CY 4-7629

Former SJS Prof
Will Present
Original Paper

mosher’s

I

,
I
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’weight

-- II 1.I .1

Dacron/Wools

from 55.00

Dacron/Rayon

from 49.50

Dacron /Cottons

from 32.50

_SitoriSleeve.2./reiiShirt’
in 14 colors

from 4.50

A former S.1 S prolohophy instructor, Dr. Sidney Zink, will present his paper "Rules of Obligation" Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. in
CI1161.
Dr. Zink. associate professor of
philosophy of San Francisco state
college, will be the third speaker
sponsored by the Philosophy department’s Elmo A. Robinson
seminar.
Dr. Zink taught at S.IS four
years before leaving last June for
San Francisco state.
The Robinson seminar invites
four speakers a year to present
original papers. The seminar is
named after a former head of the
SJS Philosophy department.
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SAN JOSE
FAIRWAYS
only sheltered
golf range
in San Jose
ample grass area
student rates
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
except
tues. and fri.
9:00 until dark

Choose from the outstanding ring selection at Proctor’s.
You will be pleased with the distinctive designs and the
solid values. Convenient terms make it easy to select
ring of utmost quality without burdening your budget!
aNTEo

Four Superb Solitaires

1’44
$loo

to $500 including federal tax, priced according to the diamoncs

... NO MONEY DOWN

when it comes to
Used
Golf Club
Sale
phone CY 5-9542
Brokaw off N. 1st.

17.0

Proctor’s recommends solitaires, because it’s the center
diamond that counts! We believe the creations illustrated
are today’s finest solitaires. Choice of 14K yellow with
18K white goldor entirely in IRK white gold. Matching
bridegroom wedding rings, with or without diamonds.

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

DIAMONDS

T-;LoMil:)

you’ll do best at .
Open Mon.

and Thurs. Nights ’Id 9

91 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE

NEW
ARRIVALS
IN
SWIM
WEAR

Large selection of styles and
colors for every figure type . .
from the best known designers
of swimweer. Sizes 32-38.

mosher’s for men
50 SO. FOURTH STREET
"PLAYBOY" Party April 1st.

Maw

A

149 SOUTH FIRST

Spring. Sand, Santa Cruz
c.innters
user the

Friday. March 1$1.

Season Leaves Academic Ills; Theater
Spring Sunshine Tempts Students

SPARTAN DAILY -7

Is English Topic

Dr. Phillip Persky, assistant pro- ser.. ice orgiinizal ion ’I tie:it er Bond,
fessor of English, will address the said he Aill intraluee at the meetmonthly meeting of English majors ing the tremendous amount of litand faculty members concerning tle theater groups in this area.

Vandiver
troopers
/Y at the
who

/L

r Pa monian

V,

MAKING MERRYThese four students had a blast on the beach
near Santa Cruz last summer. Now one is on probation, one has
flunked out of school.

Sports Car
Enthusiasts
S.

Begin Tours

WItiH ,ilters spend spring time
playing golf, bowling, lying around,
sports car enthusiasts tune up the
’ TR-3 or load the Lanzia and head
for such exotic places as Palm
For best in Hair Styling
I Springs and Balboa.
nff on perrneinenti
Or, if those "Far away places"
a uad.nt Body .0 I.
are too far away, you can hop into
the MG and spin up to Suerameniii for the Sacramento Country
40A S. FIRST STREET
CY 4-8618 Club Center’s five-day sports car
1Upsti;H
festival. The show, which began
pulling in huge crowds Wednesday,
runs until Sunday.

ANNETTE’S

Theater Bono, he said, is Li Elselittle theaters in the bay area MonBy TRACY GoOlitLY
room. how many of these were but It (lid.
Those statistics also point out day at 12:30 p.m. in rooms A and’ year-old organization which proSpring. That gentle time of year "tempted" souls, no one but those
vides
lists of little theater activiB of the cafeteria.
when all nature Is attuned to re- Involved can say. But it’s a sure that the general grade average
y c,. -president of the ties in the hay area.
ii
bet the number is significant.
drops appreciably during the spring
laxation. That time of year when
And for the upperclassmen, who semester. All of which leads to the
man and beast revel in its glories. feel "it can’t happen to me," 91 Indication that spring fel.er has a
That time of year when It seems per cent of the 713 flunkuuts decided effect on grades.
too tough to get up out of bed - -If were hum the jUllif,r and senior
Remember! the grade you save
you slept at all and come to class. classes. It couldn’t happen to them, may be your own.
It is a well-known fact that during this "most glorious" time (if
year, students have been known to
desire the luxuriousness of soli
sand to the austerity of academic
alchiringa. (Mysticism, to the
Direct them to
Initiated.)
Beach parties, moonlight sw
a can of your favorite
... where they will enjoy
Vacation Trailer Rentals
Who but the most assiduous scli,.
Auto and Towing Service
lar of medieval monkhood could
the ultimate in modern relaxation!
resist the call of the wild?
Brake Seryice
46 New Deluxe Sound-Proof Units.
Batteries
If statistics mean anything- awl
Special rates to Students and their Guests.
Tuneups
they seldom do just that--students
TV and Telephones in all rooms.
who are registered at SJS in the i
Individually controlled Heating and Air Conditioning.
spring semester, and who aren’t
around for fall semester, probably ,
are the ones who find the "wild’.
SOUTH SECOND
Bring
Cari
just too tempting.
AT REED
According to these all-knowing’
Across From Campus
statistics, last fall semester’s re-’
CYpress 4-2995
4TH and SAN FERNANDO
gist ration showed 713 Spartan,
cr.,
didn’t make it hack to the

Weekend Guests?

MOTEL CITY CENTER

PICNICS...
BARBEQUES
Recreation Area
By Reservotion Only

CY-7-0950

2800 Senter Road

$10

Just in time for the beach
Pick the length
you want in

RACES CALLED

Located Close
to Town

DAY and NITE

BREHM BROS.

case you race fans haven’t
heard, the Vaca Valley races have
been called off again. This is the
third time a new date’s been set.
The original date of March 6-7 was
set up one week due to rain. Then
the officials heard the weatherman’s dire predictions for that
weekend also: now the race is
scheduled for July 9 and 10. It’s
going to be mighty hot at Vaca
Valley in July.
Controversy still cente,s on whether the VW or the Triumph is
more popular. Sales figures seem
to indicate the VW runs ahead of
the 14R. But, TR owners reply, the
VW isn’t a sports car.
In

SENTER
PARK

STUDENT SPECIALS
$1 50
Lubrication
CAR STORAGE . Monthly Rates
NITE PARKING
$7

TWILL BEACH PANTS

HOW ABOUT GIIIA?

"How about I he Earmann
Ghia ?"-VW owners retort. "It’s got
a Ghia body and that’s about as
porty as you can get."
Makes no difference, comes the
terse Tit reply: It’s still a VW
motor.
Well, only a survey can tell for
are. Anyway, it’s spring and time
ir a sports car trip.
PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

.iosher’s

SHORTS
"go-everywhere"

with these barberpole gay stripes.
They’re washable and shape holding too.

LEAF GREEN
CANVAS DUSTER

s

AND

BOAT-NECK TOPPERS

198
Cool-man -cool

2015

TWILL

STEM SLIM DRESS
OP FLOWERS

BEACH

25.00

PANTS

JAMAICAS

198
Pick the length you like, Midcalf, Jamaica or Short
shorts and breeze-thru-,ummer in these machine
washable twills.

298
Sporty, yet -;31 and practical. Slim -trim styling in
sanforized, quick -dry twill
cottons. Size 29-38, white,
black, red.

Midcalf Pants

298

JOHN I

BOAT-NECKS

298

mosher’s

for women

50 South Fourth Street
CYpress 2-4500

MachHe
dries
in minutes, in cool, sporty
knit stripes.
su

hable,

PENNEY’S

SAN JOSE

fr-SPARTAN DAILY

SJS TV Students To Begin Series
On Education Over KNTV Sunday

special teaching areas as part of
their study plan.
Several departments of the college are involved in the presentation of the series, including the
Speech and Drama, Education,
Science. Journalism, English and
Audio-visual departments.
Another television series
which begins tomorrow at 2:30
over channel 11 Is the one being presented by the combined
and
efforts of the Speech
Mama. Art and Music departments.
Called "A View of the Arts."
the series is planned to entertain
as well as inform the viewers. It
is an integral part of the occupational curriculum of the departments involved.
The first program. "Perspective", will feature a discussion on
La Boheme which was recently
presented by the Speech and
Drama department. The entire
production will be staffed by ST
students,

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR a
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
4.

Fromn $4.50 to $7.00
Drivein Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph C. Caldwell, manager

CYpress 4-9404
r xF ’Roof .:Ot.ssl
ROOM
D’,11

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

South First St. at San Antonio

- San Jose. California

ISH_RTS
GANT
.95

Spartacampers Leave

(7)
J

Abner, Daisy May
in Nuptials Fete

Authentic Ivy oxford pullover.
Button down collar, button in
back and box pleat. In white
blue, navy and linen.
14 to 16-1/2.

’

,

Popular
Crew Socks
Comfortable brushed cotton crew socks
In olive, red, charcoal and brown. 125
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

’3. 4.- ",
2342i,

We have 1.3 room apt. for re married
" . 4535. 5th.

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Offios
Roo., 6. Tower Hall
No Phone Ordrs

1 to shims 530 per w "’
AN 9 3738.

Share IlteMele

Aviles For Selo

Lost and Found
’

-r--

1957 Metro k&I-1 E.

1...,,
--.

San Jose State’s Fl2ED SOETJE
America’s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
(Appears Mon.-Thurs.)
Billie Gallagher
Die Rhinelander
on the piano
Band
!7"1
Tues..Wed.
Fri.Sai

4A

qapdeft City
51 SO MARKET ST.

dy
(10
da)

Job Interviews Blood Appeal
R esponse Good

NOTE: Interviews are held in the’
Placement office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are request.
ed In sign up early.
TODAY
Litten Industries, San Carlos. Micro.
wa,e the enets. Electrical engineers
and physics ma nrs.
Contr. Costa County Civil Service department, Martinez. Accounting and bus..
.less admin stratica. Junior CIVII engineer.
Deputy probation officer, social worker
trecnee sos’s1 worker,

NOT A BABY DOLL
LOS ANGELES (UPI I--Dancer
Lea Anscott’s attempt to change
her name to "Baby Doll" was deflint in Superior Court because
the name is a "term of affection!
tiiwarris children "

Response to the blood drive appeal sponsored by the four county
regional blood center in conjunction with the Red Cross has been
very good, according to Karen
Kralovansky. drive chairman.
According to Miss Kralovansky,
171 students donated a pint of
blood Thursday afternoon. The
biggest response was from the
AFROTC. There were also several
rejections because of poor health
Colds, according to head nurse,
Muriel Canuel, can disqualify applicants.
By donating a pint of blood the
donor sets up a reserve for himself or his family, according to
MiSC Kral() ansky.

SKATE AWAY

unt
sett
Pre

1:10.

FLAT TOPS

LAMES 1-1,41PcijTs

-nd

In Felice Center, 24th &

CY 2-4251

JUDD HAS IT ...

in downtown Sett Jose

Makes your shopping
convenient and easy
when looking for one of these
FAMOUS BRANDS OF...

Your Spring Fever

Lingerie
MUNSINGWEAR
YOLANDE
GLOIE.ATHENA
KICKERNICK
wORDER MAID
LOLLIPOPS

at

SKATE ARENA

Al

Hosiery
vIsioN

(3’
Un

HOSIERY
TRIUMPH HOSIERY
(Outsites, Ample-Tops, SuperLonO)
JUDD HOSIERY
SUPP.HOSE BY MOJUD
DURHAM DELUXE HOSIERY
VIRGINIA MAID
(Sole Secret)
CLAUSSNER HOSIERY
BEST MAID
(Silt Hosiery)
THR1AD-O-LIFE
(Wool Hosiers)

California’s Finest Skating Rink
Afternoon Sessions...
Saturday, Sunday & Holidays
1:30-4:30 . . . 50c
Shoe skate rental ... 25c

tieSF

Sportswear and Sweaters

Evening Sessions...

SINDEY GOULD SWEATERS
ADELAAR 1LOUSES SKIRTS
MALBE 1LOUSES

Week days - 8:00 to 10:30 - 65c
Shoe skate rental ... 35c
Double Sessions Fri. and Sat. ’til midnight

Bras and Girdles
Leotards and Tights

HOLLYWOOD V-ETTE
YASSARETTE
FORIAFIT.LIFE
WARNEWS
JANTZEN
PERMALIFT
EXQUISITE FORM
LADY MARLENE
PLAYTEX
SIMONE
TREASURES OF PARIS
,,OSSARD
OLGA
PETER PAN
POIRETTE
RENEE OF HOLLYWOOD
(Jambe!)

Late Party Skating
Any night except Fri. & Sat.
10:30 to 12:30 a.m.
Any night except Fri. & Sat.
Fri. & Sat. nightsMidnight to
Minimum of 50 persons
75c including shoe skates

SKATE ARENA

by "DANSKINS"
Gelo,.

Bankernericerd Charge Pat

First National Charge Plan
CY 2-2411

Stin

Women’s and

56 W. Santa Clara St.

112..,-4,etr.-

r
to

Engineering seniors or gar
mates interested In st !irking
research projects on a part -lino
basis offering credit should con
tact Dr. I’. A. Ligomenitles, as
Mstant professor !of electrical
engineering, .r Miss Dorothy
Ilirose, Engineering department
secretary. in EDIT.

p e % N. SKITTER"

E -on.

Faculty member has 1756 Pee.lard
Transportation Wanted
for %arr.. Phnnw EL 4.6027 after 6 r
For 9:30 class or back home after 10:30. or CY 7-9688 bctweersq & 5. 13,,,,t ,;..
P ck up anyplace on Eimishore south of
’SS Austin Healy Spdstr. R&H ww,
Cy. 50c. EM 8-1292.
CL I 2757.
r,I.. ..
Ride or passengers tn Nebrissia
C, I Joye at CY 4 5942 1945 Ford 2-dr. newly rebuilt en’:
$125 Cr 3.9978. Ask for Dean.
Rooms for Reef
’59 Austin Healy std. 4.seater. P
HOII-Sql, Of Dbl. I’/2 blk. to carnp,s 8nrd. 52600 AN 4.5437.
pc. h--mrs. quiet. 62 N. 7th. CY 5.7355
’59 Corvette 4.speosi itans. po’
$17.50 TO. rm, fn, mon students mar pL,s extras Call Di:4. CY 5.7250.
SA tit. wash. CY 2.1327.
’59 Tal damaged rear fender. nth,Mims College House, 47 S. 8.11. Fym If f t’ean. 10 000 miles wire sehls
rms, It.. linen. washer, phone, p ann. rnnne.J.J. $200 for eq.3ity and ar.
cleaning ser.ice. $28.
$61.59 rno. or $1632 payoff. 30 W
Si. CY 57134,
Student rooms, gtind
mortis
CY 2 2009. near camp .s.
Miscollaneers for Sole
Privets and dbl. rms. b-qs. Everything
Ampex Stereo taps rieri A122 per’
furry. If.. $35 $37.50. 643 S. 6.6.
rem ’
CH 5.164")
Houses For Resat
1957 Wobeor Musicals 3 spkrs. di’,
,
3 crend Mak, nffe. CY 2.9082.
Apt. end houses kr re^,.
SrArl,n
Ponlel
f 7 =A ’7
7 511
PrInflog
Modern 34m. I.,k Cr" 1,1.’ Apr,i7
100 Wedding InvitotIons, $12.50. ’Merl
$80 ’,ion’s istaf
IvInrhA’n
.1 2 7191 r tr., new..
y
n
.1:5 616 Cr phone
AA 6

-

.)

e:

2))) . ,. ., .
He went to get a

The Skitter is the famous Capezio Skimmer made on the dancer’s glide last, with toe facing the world
squarely. It skits and so will you when in it. So put yourself there. (Colors., leather.)

Stereo at the . .

mono oft oil

Stereo tomponents cushion hand
STEREO

AMP.

KIT

$39.50

391W. San Carlos-CY 7.7700

11111

LAWRENCE’S BARBER SHOP

Research Work

Classified Rates:
25c a lin first insertion
20c lin succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

Found-Ankle bracelet. ’

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night except 5 unoay
-I

bythe first discussion group at
1 p.m.
Donald Lewis, public account ant of Healcisburg, Calif., will deliver the keynote address at 2:30
’p.m. This vsill be followed by the
second discussion group at 4, dinner at 6, Faculty Firesides at 7
and the third discussion groups at
8 p.m.
Following the third discussion
groups, a recreation period will
take place from 9:30 to 11:30
p.m. It will feature group singing
and dancing

1525 Almaden Road

-

CLASSIFIEDS
2-bdrm. (urn. apt
,

The marriage of Miss Daisy M
and Mr. Lit Abner will be
emnized in formal rituals tornoi row evening at Newman Hall.
Mr. Marryin’ Sam will conduct
, the ceremonies.
The Dogpatch marriage will be
part of the annual Sadie Hawkins
Day dance sponsored by the NP,
man club tomorrow from 8:30 ,
1 p.m.
Bob Reynolds, Newman club
cial vice president, said every ’I
Is invited to the marriage, or
vided they come Dogpatch
The dance is free for meml,,,
and 50 cents per couple for n..:
members.

America’s Most Beautiful 1101brau

Tomorrow Morning

TV Voted
More Funds
Educational television at SJS
I
ceived a financial boost this we,
when the Assembly ways al
committee augmented the 1960-c,
operational budget by $14.714.
Investigation was also made in*
’ the possibility of increased use
video tape in the classroom. A
semblyman Charles Conrad
t
Sherman Oaks) reported that t,,,,
,
ing is expensive now, but is
pected to become cheaper beca
of techrierd :.1.- fltrrr.:

/Aldus

Old World Charm in Dining

Approximately 300 students attending Spartacamp this weekend
"Mood in Song and Sion." pies, that the selection of both by a committee representing eduI
are expected to be at the corner
the first in ass educational tele. words and music can play an im- cators in the four area counties, f Seventh and San Carlos sta.
now
courses
a
mood.
’
supplement
It
creating
is
to
portant
part in
vision series originating in the
at 7:30 tomorrow morning.
in progress at SJS and the area
Folk balmier!. comae Bowen
instructional TV studios at SJS.
Prior to boarding the buses,
high schools. Closed ’circuit tele. campers and counselors should
is scheduled for Sunday at 11:30
and SJS students Susan Evers,
Bill Purkiss and Jerry Juhl uill ’ casts to the classrooms during the check with counselors who will
a.m. over KSTV., channel 11.
be handling the check-in sheets,
participate in the production. , ,
The program will show how
Sunday
k
’II precedeve
Buses are expected to arrive at
various factors can affect the tellwith direction by Mel Swope,
morning broadcast.
Asilomar between 10:30 and 11
ing of a tale, with Dr. Courntaney
also a student.
The purpose of the series is to a.m. Registration will be held in
Brooks, associate professor of
[Sob Diamond, coordinator of
speech, as the television teacher the instructional TV center, said learn how television in the class- the main lodge following arrival.
GENERAL MEETING
It will demonstrate, using exam - that the series is being planned room can aid the teacher at both
The first general meeting will
the college and high school level.
The programs will be assigned for get underway at 12,15. followed

fete COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

’ wfzugums..04Y.2am.wz"-.Ms20:77-1Z-Sz_Tr !Tr

’Embark for Asilomar

Fri.! iv Nt.tsch 1R 1 rlfs0

Slack Kid ... 8.95

BLOOM’
138 SOUTH

FIRST - CIOW,MTQWPI

t

yiki.;.09

FAIR

132

vsnius_rwiLLow 000

ASB Officers Settle in Ninth St. Quarters

Friday, March 18. 1960

WART.%

1)11

.1

’Makeshift’ Facilities at College Union Health Office Can’t
Cure Spring Fever
Suffice for Meetings, Chess, Music
fty JANE VOI’Nli
completely above ground again,
has set up shop
the College Union
in a converted apartment house at
st.
315 S. Ninth
Makeshift arrangements have
made the Union a statisfactory
place to hold ASB council and
other organizational meetings.
comfortable lounges facilitate study and relaxation for students be.
tween 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. each week
day and until 9 p.m. Wednesday.
Until plans for a new student
union are realized, this temporary
setup will be utilized as fully as
possible to benefit students, ASB
pees. Rich Hill explained. He said
the present building will be used
for about three years.
Money from ASB funds has not
used in the purchase of re,
of the temporary Union,
cv rated.

"We received an allowance from
the stair, but when it runs out,
we may have to dip into the ASH
treasury to complete remodeling
plans," he said.
Furniture, rugs and drapes were
transported to the new building
from the old Union, recently torn
down, at Fourth and San Fernando sts. But additional furniture,
which will later be used in a new
Union, still is needed.
’ONE MAN’ COMMITTEE
Mrs. Dorothy King, receptionist,
forms a "one-man" welcoming
committee to students as they
enter the door of the Union. She
gives directions and information
about the new building, and has
charge of the lost and found department and the mail service.
Articles found anywhere on
campus are brought here, Mrs.
King said. "But few claims have

second floor, This section will accommodate all campus organisations with a meeting place and filing space.
The Organizational lounge will
be available as soon as it is furnished. Plans are to move in furniture from the first-floor student body offices, in which the
new furniture will be used, Hill
said.
Meetings may be held in other
parts of the Union also. Upon
special request, the Union will stay
open for meetings other nights
besides Wednesday. Arrangements
should be made with Mrs. King,
who handles scheduling.
A coffee and hot chocolate canteen has been added to the trio
of vending machines already
owned by the Union (candy, cigar.
ettes and coke). Students may eat
their lunches in the Union.

been made and things are piling
up- shoes, umbrellas, books, records, jewelry, purses and clothing," she added.
The Union receives all student
mall which has gone astray or has
been sent in care of the college.
Mrs. King sends the mail back
after 15 days if she is unable to
forward it. Mail to all campus.
recognized organizations also
comes to the Union; it is put into
special club mall boxes there.
Organizations, as well as individual students, may avail themselves of another Union service:
mimeographing is offered for a
small charge.
Information about student government and all other student activities may be obtained from
Mrs. King. Applications for student body offices also are available
there.

By JIM
Student Council meetings are
.,JS stuAbout the only
held in the Union every Wednes- dent health service hasn’t got a
day at 2:30 p.m. They are open cure for is spring fever.
Meetings, to which all students
"We can only recommend a
are invited, Hill stated.
cure for that," Thomas J. Gray,
"The activities we can provide M.D., director student health
students with our present facili- services, said, "like lying down
beside the old creek with a fishties are limited," he said, but all
ing pule in your hand."
students are welcome to use what
Disregarding the seasonal illIs available and are encouraged
ness somehow connected with this
to give any ideas they have for
time of year, spring has no geneImprovements. I especially ury,e ral effect health-wise upon S an
open
to
attend
our
all students
Jose State students.
Council meetings each week."
"In looking back through the
years the general impression show
Applications are open for chairthat clinical calls are less frequent
manship of the 1960 Homecoming
in spring," Dr. Gray said.
committee at the student activities office. Deadline for applicaThis is probably due to the fact
tions is March 21. Homecoming that there is more physical and
sub-committee chairmen will be mental tension on students, as well
chbsen later.
as faculty and staff, in the fall
semester.

Lending a comfortable atmosphere for study, a ’TV. lounge"
and a "Ili-Fi lounge" are provided. The latter contains a record
player and an AM-FM radio, on
which KOED, SJS closed-circuit
radio station, may be heard.

Editors Announce
Poetry Competition

A few records are available In
the "Hi -Fl lounge" and students
may bring their own. There is a
piano in the lounge also.
Chess and checkers are available for use in the lounges, but
cards may not be played, Mrs.
King said.

AT WORK IN NEW HOMEASB Pres. Rich Hill arranges the
paraphernalia of student government in his office in the College
Union on Ninth st. President Hill and other officers now are settled in their quarters, and expect the building to be utilized for
approximately the next three years.

In addition, an Organizational
lounge will be opened soon on the

"Our greatest period of clinical
calls in the spring semester come
around February and March," the
Doctor said.
This spring Is a little quieter
than usual, het indicated. There is
not nearly the amount of respiratory illness as expected.
He was referring to the outbreak of the flu in southern California just before the semester
break.

Last school year the health service recorded 15,648 clinical visits
from students. This is not the
total number of students as revisits are also included in the
"With the beginning of school figure.
fall finds more concentration of
Among these calls the highest
activities," Dr. Gray said, "therecases reported were respiratory
fore tension builds up faster withIllness such as colds and the flu.
in the student. Spring is a more
These calls totaled 7,186.
relaxed, quieter season."
Following were physical inThere are more physical injuries
juries including fractures, sprains,
etc. These totaled 3,487.

All student body offices are located in the Union, adjoining the
Council chamber. The chamber
sports new swivel chairs, which
were obtained from another part
of the campus, President Hill said.

Associated Women Students
have a lounge on the second floor
where meetings are held and members may study and rest. Faculty
men’s and women’s lounges a r e
upstairs also.

from sports such as football in
the fall too, he said. Also with
the larger flux of students coming Into college in the fall, more
have to make the adjustment to
new surroundings.

SJS WHITE HOUSEThe home of student government, and a
quiet place for student entertainment is the College Union on
South Ninth st. Refurbished with thick rugs and new furniture, the
building is to provide a union building for SJS students until funds
are raised for new housing.

The International Poetry association is holding its annual amateur poetry contest, according to
association editors William V.
Steiner and A. Allen Ankeny.
Entries should be made to the
International Poetry association,
Box 60, East Lansing, Michigan,
no later than April 15.
Poems can be on any subject
and in any style, but manuscripts
are limited to three pages, and
the poems should be no longer
than 24 lines.
Contest winners will be notified by April 30, and poems will
be published in the Anthology of
International Poetry.

1:1!
Downtown is all aglow with bright new
spring fashions from "forever black" to
"gay green and gold" Your favorite
Downtown store has just the
fashion for you.

1:1
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There is a certain "smartness" in

111FAl(r.

’

shopping in Downtown Son Jose.

"These figures are not high or
alarming," Dr. Gray said. "These
statistics parallel the national
outlook among colleges."
Looking at it semester wise, the
1957 fall semester recorded 7,118
calls while the 1958 spring semester saw 8,530 calls.
"About my recommendation for
spring fever, don’t take me serious." Dr. Gray smiled.
"I don’t know how it would go
over academically."
WHO-DONE-IT JOB
LONDON UPI- Two Scotland
Yard detectives recently were ordered to hunt down the petty
thief who has been pilfering policemen’s desks at the Yard.
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That Way to Spring

Wardrobe JugglingKey
To Good-Looking Easter
I ("temlies," sandies, "flats" and
By JANE YOUNG
To be practical, travel light maybe "heels," just in case.)
Bathing suit news this season
and still have the necessary ingredients to look good for that swings way out in the direction of
special Easter week vacation at two-piece numbers, Stores are althe beach or the desert will re- ready displaying racks of colorful
quire some fancy wardrobe jug- cotton prints, newly-styled knits
and lastex one and two-piece suits.
gling.
Practicality involves taking easy to-care -for articles of clothing to
fit every occasion that might arise
during the week.
This could require no more than
a bathing suit and one sports outfit. But the typical miss on her
first spring outing will most likely
arrive with more changes than
that.
The secret lies in practicality
and simplicity. It is possible to
"travel light" and "still look good"
for any situation that might occur.
Necessary ingredients: one
bathing suit, Bermuda shorts
(two pairs), one pair cotton eapHs, one pair warm capris or
slacks, two blouses (drip dry) or
comparable tops, one warm
sweater (cardigan), one sweatshirt. a coat or jacket, one twopiece dress with extra matching
blouse, three pairs of shoes

FASHIONS
Bikinis are awaiting the customers’ say-so to lead the parade.
A sporty two-piece dress (possibly a wrinkle-resistant shirt-waistl
which can be augmented with a
dressier blouse will do for any
"dress up" occasion.
The variety in the sportswear
tended to accommodate weather
changes. A more pessimistic
beach or desert-goer might
throw in a rain coat.
If packed systematically, all the
items listed above should fit into
a standard-sized "pullman" suitcase. A beach bag is useful to
handle the overflow.
These suggestions exclude sleep.
wear, lingerie, cosmetics and other personal items (beach towels,
etc.), which also have to be selected with care. The list

basic one,

is

a

of course, which will

be altered according to each

per-

sonal wardrobe.
Luckily, Easter-week vacationers in California are not overly
fashion-conscious. The aim of
stay at the beach or desert is to
be casual, relax and get a good

tan. But

it’s

great to

be pre-

pared.

Just Arrived!
See the new PORTA.CYCLE.
... folds easily for carrying ...
fits into the smallest car trunk.
Great for traveling, shopping, or
sporting.

Paul .3 Cycle4
Love that Shelley’s
(Tall Shop, that is!)

Soles and Service

CY 3-9766

1435 The Alameda

LEBANON

chelley

Tall Shops
44 E. San Antonio

Continental Restaurant
LEBANESE
MEXICAN
and AMERICAN FOODS
c
g nal
SHISH-KA-BAB
Can CY 5-9519 for Reservations
Ws Cater to Banquets. Priv, Parties
Special Rates to Organisations

1098 L Santa Clara St.
Open Daily 1 I rtl- 10 pen ercept Tues.
Adrian Dan,e1, Managing -Owner

AN:.

SOME SPHINXIwo Spartan coeds point the way to warm weather fashion. Suzanne Miller, sophomore physical education major
M, wears a brown and white cotton knit capri.end sweater outfit.
Nancy Miller, also a sophomore physical education major (r), wears
multiple print cotton shorts with A crop top. The outfits are
found at Hale’s.

Bowling ...

Milady’s Hat Rates High
On Easter ’Essential’ List
13 NIAXINE IIARRF
Thirty days ’til Easter, and all
the shops are overflowing with
the latest in spring finery. Milady’s hat is an item of major
concern, because even Californians wear hats for Easter.
Paris is sending news of exlreme but stunning hats, according to the March issue of Vogue
magazine. The chapeaux range
from a huge black rose fashioned
,.ot of black silk to extra wide

tloppy-brimmed straws.
HIGH HATS
One of the trends most noticeable in Paris high fashion is the
hid for added height. This crops
up in their long and lanky dress
fashions, sweeping lines and up’swept hairdos. The high -crowned
hats also aid in the deception of
height. This is apparent in their

deep cloches and exaggerated pillboxes.
One of the pet styles is a tall,
Widened pillbox shown in snowwhite
straw.
The
Parisienne
style-masters are also fond of
costume-matching fabric.., in hats.
Shown with evening wear from
both France and America is the
fashionable "little hat" decorated
with feathers, fluff and flowers.
Most depend on the mysterious
simplicity of plain veils of varying weights depending on the trim
for the necessary spice.
SAILORS ARE FAVORITES
Another Paris favorite is the
outsized straw sailor of last year,
banded in solid-color grograin ribbon. The sailor styles show both
straight or turned tip brims, reminiscent of the late little -girl look
Fashion magazines Slationsoisrlir

and Glamour both favor this look
ssith some innovations of their
oss n. The March Issue of MadeNene in particular shows youthful button -top beanies and straw
pillboxes to capitalize on the littie -girl effect.
Fall’s beret is not yet gone,
and Spring trends make them out
of neutral colors. Beige is still the
favorite, but grey is once again
coming to the fore. Glamour lists
papaya, an orange-gold hue, as
the brightest color that works as
a neutral. Emphasis is also placed
on other shades of yellow and
orange, including pineapple"A
kind of super beige."
Other color favorites are dark
red and "sun-struck" blue. These
will dominate the field of both
hats and costumes, dotted only
with an occasional black or white.

Light Weight Look
In Spring Coats
Light weight, easy-flowing andl
that’s
year round investments
the fashion word for coats this
season.
The spring coats, in flower colors, will feature a new, shorter
wing slec.e. Most sleeves will be
no longer than bracelet length
and the majority of the women’s
wraps will feature sleeves above
the elbow and wide.
The shoulders will be wide, ,for
freedom of action, yet feminine.
The newest coats are collarless.
Some of the creations are outlined with contrasting braid, a
tribute to Chanel.

REWARD

Easy To Pack Fashions
Update Granny’s Iron

Men’s Garb
Accents
Warm Days
By MARILYN COLBERT
Nippy mornings and cloudy weather have made men’s fashions on
the San Jose State campus slant
towards warmness.
Bulk sweaters and three-quarter
length car coats, or wind breakers
seem to be the most popular ways
to ward off the winter winds. The
colors which the masculine gender
sem to prefer cover only a small
portion of the spectrum. As far as
the car coats are concerned. Varying degrees of brown, tan and blue
are prevelant.
The bulk sweaters are sweaters
of another color. Sweaters the colors of the rainbow, in mixed or
solid patterns can be found. One
color this winter that is gaining
in popularity is a color that veterans generally can’t standolive
drab.
The weather isn’t always cloudy though, and not everybody
has early morning classes. Ivyleague shirts with the buttondown collar are still in vogue on
the campus. Ssveater shirts of
knit, Micron, orlon or lambs wool
are quite stylish.
Moving from the top down, the
pants are also in the fashion swing.
Polished cords rate high on the
popularity position of men’s materials. Once again the colors vary
from yellow through a drab green
to a dark brown.
Polished cottons, minus the ivyleague buckle, seem to be holding
their own.
Desert boots and ankle -high
suede shoes make up quite a few
of the %W. 12s that trod the
campus. There are quite a few males (probably because they
enjoy that quick cup of coffee
and need the speed to get to
class) that are fond of wearing
white beat-up tennis shoes.
Such is what the "well -dressed
man" on campus is wearing.

11 monthly allieAtiriee:,
lasted
longer, after putting five
down un
that cocktail dress In lay

School would hite to be dismissed for ironing if it weren’t
for all the miracle-fabrics that
have revolutionized the textile industry.
American college students are
probably the best -dressed group in
the world. They always have that
well-scrubbed, well-pressed look;
and with very little effort.
Now if the ironing process today
was like that of great-grandmother’s day . . . oh, brother!
She had a weekly struggle with
stubborn, hard -to-iron fabrics. Aiter lugging a weighty, but small
iron from the old coal stove (where
another was left heating) to the
non-adjustable ironing board, she
had to battle with heavily-starched
broadcloths and calicos.
All the "easy -to-care-for" materials on the market today, however,
prevent students from spending all
free time caring for their large,
diversified wardrobes. It’s hard
enough finding time to decide what
to wear!

-away and

paying

off the cashemere
charged
last month, there would
be a Way
to dispense with all ironing
cares.
A
combination
cleaner -laundry
stands on almost every
other car.
ner.
But after paying for clothes
and
other debts, then rent, then
food-.
there is not too much left
to do,
nate to the local cleaner, especiany
after coffee dimes are set aside
fur
the month.
Sorority and fraternity
members
have the problem licked.
almost,
The only time they hasp to
warty
is between pledge classes.
It all boils down to this,
spring
Is coming and it’s time to
unpack
all the drip-drys. It is of
supreme

importance, therefore. to weed out
all old, haw-to-he -ironed clothes,

and buy nothing that isn’t
washable, drip-dry and v
tilt,’

HAIR FASHIONS
JACK BLAKE’S
497 South 2nd St. CY 7.6485
Specialist in Hair Styling and Shaping

ZUKOR’S
132 South First Street
One of the 1,9est

ond on

CY 5-3221
,(A?ctinn;

FOR YOUR SPRING WARDROBE
For Date Dresses
For Formals
For Fresh Spring Cottons
For Sportswear and Co-or,o:

SHIRTS
DRY CLEANING
WASH & DRY

IRENE’S

individual affe- end all of your fashion needs at Ly_i,jc.
wise prices.

Where you cart get

Drive -In
Lanudry

CASH

CHARGE

.

LAYAWAYS, OF COURSE

Pi
Scroio

ZUKOR’S

C/Orig

wan

dir7ion 76

132 South First Street

,I, \10,1,ted

Sandy Ashabraner
Sem Jose State

.

Patti i)tiffy
San Jose State

CY 5-8221

Anita Wrcrn,..
San Jose City -

Your Campus Fashion Board
has ticketed and approved

Town & Country
Shoes
for thc young
woman who
"LIVES in a
Shoe"

is DATE FUN
Get on the Bowling Bandwagon to good
fun and recreation. Student rates every.
day to 6 p.m. Special beginner’s leagues
now forming for summer f -tr 4 great
date, feke her bowling.

50,

’111,1,1

C.

Lass ie. 4

BRIDGEMA N’$

Downtown
Bowl
CY 4-7800

t

,

(WI

12 beautiful Portraits
25 Wallet Portraits
One Oil Painting ...
complete for 23.95
imririt now,
- /our cittinrj

special won’t last. Other Atha
drd cfroyst loftec,
Cop &

per.isge des!,

liollykood ctudio

375 W. Santa Clara
41 NORTH FIRST ST.

( isarge At tosinte
I,.

CYpress 2-8960

30 1 SAN ANTONIO ST.
1)ovt ntown San J( ise
(between S. let and 2,0

Open Thurs.
CY241090
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DARLA GRAINGER
Society Editor

colorful spring seaift a bold,
ton that awaits.
isn’t found
And the boldness
season’s fashion
sub. its the
Dot*.
header spring
That doublescar has grabbed at
sail leap
the heartstrings of many a U.S.
..commoner" but its influence upon
European and Asiatic royalty has
nation to sit up and
caused the
take notice.
The season’s beguiling ways
upset of several
have caused the
royal households and the class re

strictions that have previously

killed Si’ many other romances,
been forgotten.
seem to have
Princess
favorite,
Britain’s
mnrgaret. fell vletlin to the sea %tiles and claimed photographer Tony Armstrong-Jones
fur tar husband -to -be. Tony’s airport) prtuticing his forthcoming
royal duties as a member of the
proeee
fanallsIte walks three
behind Meg with hands clasped
behind him.

Schwinn Phillips
Imported Bikes

Love came before family ties for
Princess Suga, 21 -year-old member
of Japan’s royal family. The princess and her commoner first cousin, bank clerk Hisanaga ShiMazu,
were married March 10.
The fun -loving, party -going princess seems to be exceptionally
happy with her $8.50-a -week husband. She doesn’t seem the least
bothered by the necessity of breaking all official ties with her family
for the sake of her marriage.

Not to be outdone by the romantic happenings being carried
on around them, Sweden’s royal
princesses staged a party recently’
that brought all of Europe’s remaining eligible young princes to
their door.
To prevent party -crashers, of
which there must have been many,
a manned machine gun was stationed at the front door.
*
*
*
The lavish, exciting splendor
that surrounds royal romances
may be missing in the U.S. but the

[’New and Used Bicycles.’
’We sell the best

and repair the rest"

PA

/frieW 114
BIKE
SHOP
894 E Sots dna

has taken its toll anyway.
With the spring semester Just
six weeks under way the n
her of engagements on the Spartan campus already totals 16.
Eighteen couples have taken
the big step and rerwatcd THE
vows. Pinning aumouncenunts
total 24 to date.

A number of the featured designs, including those from the
Dior collection, will bypass the
waist in a middy dress series.
Definitely IN this season are tunics, and they may be straight, or
full and domed.

CHECKS ARE IN-4’hecks in
bashful and hold sizes are nests
this season. Suzanne Miller, sophomore physleal education major, Is wearing a IleW lavender
and white cheek cotton creation.
The dress is fr
Hale’s.

7.99
12.99
to

Gay. colorful flower gardens will

look
Enjoy

by

the

QualiCroftl

luxury

of raw

Silk at your feel in
this superbly

fashioned

hi -heel pump!

Accents

of sleek bone leather

make

this the best

Have
your

Evening dresses will range in
length from just below the knee to
ankle length. After-dark dresset
may be short in front, long in back

set

PURE SILKA favorite for formal 111.1.:1,i011% this spring is this
and unite Imre silk
turn 0000
number. It’s W11111 b Nano 3101’,lassie:II educaler, sop)
tion major. The dress is front
Hale’s.

add

Shyer beach -goers will still find
plenty of one-piece models available, as well as a host of more reserved two-piece suits.

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

Cut
- P.

r/Pri)if.,

HART’S
BEAUTY SALON
$2 With

Student Body Card

St-eta Clara at Market

CY3-34311

ditional sari still worn by pcatary-

"That STUART Look"

SH
A N

D

SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE
463 So. 2nd St.

Man. this bugs me!
Say Dad
behind your
it’s like big shades bug me. What’s
and all that other jazz/ Sort of bugs
men, it’s like CONTACT
scene

aren’t you almost too much
big glass gleepers7 I mean,
with all the headlights and
me, you know? Dig the real
LENSES arc the coolest!

CONTkCT LENS CENTER
SPECIALISTS WITH CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES
JOE ALLEN, FRANK JOHNSON, Technicians

213 S.

FIRST STREET

CYpress 7-5174

)f dress fashions’

ButtDn DowD,icron ’Cottons.

$799
95

It

RT

CT 4-2420

esting leather treatments punch- ,
ed, perforated and grained ea,i- afoot.
tuandsolii,ncts

Saris are also made of organdy,
voile, art silk, kahadi and esen
nylon. The quality of the material
is the decisive factor in its appropriate use at various functions.
In South India the ancient tra

S

Why not have your clothes look and smell as
clean and fresh as a beautiful spring day?

also appearing in
stripes, polka dol,

Even casual shoes put
111’1,
on an air of sophistication this
spring. The finished Pink of the
new casual shoe begins with Mc
closed I a pered toe. continues
thi;rugh a variety of detailing and
closures, reaching it high -or-midpoint in smart heel shapes. Inter -1

Bikinis Highlight
Spring Swim Suits

Saris are made of many different materials but cotton is
the fabric used nuea for C11/411711
wear. Silks find their place out
senil-formai or formal 1111.110111,111/%.

Spring Is Here!!

dresses of large
and plaids.

Shoes For Ease

The sari is a straight piece of
mattrial about 315 to 6 yards

"Bolds" are eat to the barest
minimum and are recommended
for sum niirship in backyards ,
only.

The evercpopular jet black cocktail hour creations will be in evidence along with new lace skirt
numbers with loose fitting tops
contrasting the brilliant colors 01
the skirts.

een?"
have heard the Indian sari described as being "fascinating."
When asked how it stays put, all
I do is smile. The sari is not quite
as unpredictable as it seems.

The "bashfuls" have convertible
panties with side drawstrings, enabling the wearer to regulate exposure by gathering up or releasing the drawstrings.

the intention of making the female

feminine

news: natural nubby

is often a many -colored cheek malong and 36 to 48 inches wide. It
Its NIARYLEELA ItA0
has often is tucked into a "gargara." or terial.
in tile
been referred to at a ttorebouse flared petticoat, that Is securids , India’s dress, to the Western
of magic, with color, that hurt tied to the statist with a string. world, represents not only the
Country’s mysteriousness but the
the Ile,. a climate iii at ranges
A chIi, or form fitting blouse, i.,:ential attributes of the Indian
snow to unbearable heat,
fr
is worn with the sari.
.-,Iture as well.
deadly insects and lunge
Color is an essential part of LIJ*
lumbering erephants.
bulbs

"Bold and bashful" Bikinis.
as Jamtzen sii ,ipproprlately titles its treat hut’.. come in cotton,
cotton blends, and later, to
Ilanle a few.

bloom on prints this spring with

Timeless whites and checks, in
large and minute sizes, will be carried out in numerous fabric creations for all occasions. One particularly chic outfit will be the hand loomed knit suit.
The general trend seems to denote a fashion boldness with the

Sign of Spring

Indian Sari Isn’t Unpredictable

The Bikini has come out of the
backyard onto the beach this year
In a full array of colors and
fabrics.
The two-piece inheritance from
the shores of the Riviera is THE
suit for the hot months ahead.

Color, Checks
Make News
In Dresses

The dresses will feature full,
flowing skirts and 11111111P% ellt to
Cite barest of minimums. Pleats,
flounces and tiers are definitely
IN.

new collection. Wonderful selection
of colors and styles in ever popular
she -0
r full skirt. Two and three. Matching capri available.
s O.,
C
’.londay and Thursday till 9.

4.4

Formal Fashion

Two-Faced Coats

ROBERTA’S

sPARTAN DAILYII

ch IR, 1960

FASHIONS

At this rate, the spring leap year figure look both feminine and flatatmosphere is resulting in seven tering.
engagements, three marriages and
The flower garden prints, esfour pinnings a week.
pecially in giant flower patterns.
will enhance silk, silk -taffeta and
silk organza after-dark dresses
There’s a two-facedness to the which with be exceptionally popucoats this spring. ’T’weed coats lar during the warm months. Fareverse to plaid designs, camel vored colors will range in hues of
violet, very pale gray, very pale
to bone, and red coats to black.
green and pink.

286 So. First Street
Son Jose
SPRING SEPARATES
Select your new easy-to-care-for cotton co-ordinates from our exciting

Ma/

"The American Look" in daytime dresses, one of fresh, young,
casual sophistication, will decorate
California campuses this spring.
Trimmings and other gimmicks
and stiffenings are a thing of the
Her dress is treated as a quaint Indian dress. A street in an Indian
past and the accent is on the free leftover of a past age, with hard- village is a kaleicloscoT of float and easy look.
ly any relation to the present day.
It is gieeted with questioning
The California coed will be
glances and incredulous stares.
wearing a soft shouldired, fuller
Wise cracks range from "here’s a ing oranges, poison pinks. litre
skirted creation. Collars are on
masquerade party product" to greens, flaring yellows, emerald
the way out and the sleeves, If
"ain’t it rather late for Hallow- wines and black.
there are sleeves, are lootter.

In a Hindu wedding ceremony
that displayed the lavish splendor of the feudal Indian royalty,
19-year-old Princess Patintavati
Rapt took the 23 -year -old Maharaja Tripura for her husband.

effect of the cherry blossom season’

Expert Repairing

CY.4.0742

’California Day
Dresses Feature
The America Look

Campus Cotton

C3tions. Oxford

GOING HOME
FOR
EASTER?

. ,

with

Triton $3.’
(
-a

.e

ght

we. mean

and slim.

Gay

Ti -on Plaids, Solids,

ard

Cotton

p D. In Beige, Ivy
Groons. and

8laci.

From $6.91.
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Make your reservations NOW!!

Howard Nelson’s

TRAVEL ADVISORS
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-Quality With Economy"
The Finest of Everything in Travel

C_C)z.erta
46 VALLEY

FAIR
X 665t

II16 S. FIRST STREET

24 E. San Fernando

CV’ 7-2121

Ask about our "Student

Downtown, 161 South First

Charges"

Valley Fair
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Birds Too, Get Restless in

lAYH Offers Good Opportunity
Sprin gTo Forget All Ties, Live Freely

During April and August, If.,
Surrounding the orientation
Pr,sently. 20 birds ace being
Its JIM RAti,D tI.E
Spring brings aisii me of the studied, each in separate activity cage is a 24 -inch masonite screen birds which have completed their
most peculiar things . . notably ; cages and an additional four are which blocks out most of the our- molts and gained weight to more
an over-all "restlessness" in each in special cages which detect the rounding landmarks from the than 30 grams (normal weight Is
, orientation of escape attempts. An bird’s vantage point. This prevents
species..
from using landmarks 25-27 grams I show much night
One species especially becoming accurate account of each bird’s the bird
for directional bearing, Dr. Me- restlessness, he said.
restless nowadays is "Zonotrichia actkvities is maintained by mon’.
explained.
Dr. Mewaldt and Richard G.
leucophrys." belonging to the phy- I boring each perch within t h e %veldt
located elec.
Thus, the bird attempts to leave Rose, a former graduate student
lum -Ayes." t English translation: cages on a remotely
trie graph which records each the cage and in doing so. trips working on the project, co-authWhite-crowned Sparrow).
I time the bird steps on the perch one of the activity sensitive ored a report of this project
lt
During this season, they
The orientation cages are cit.. perches. The number of times the which appeared in the January 8
gain weight and store up energy
bird trips the perches determines edition of Science magazine.
for their northward migration, ac- cuter and have eight "activityIn that report, the co-authors
restlessness and the perches
cording to Dr. Richard Mewaldt. sensitive" perches plus a central its
circular perch surrounding t he it trips most frequently shows its concluded saying that their find.
associate professor of zoology.
bags from these tests "suggest
migration direction,
On the roof of the science build. bird’s Food and water. The pur- intended
Several species of caged passer- that the activity-orientation cage
is
lug is an aviary which houses !pose, Dr. Mewaldt explained,
Dr. Mewaldt added, provides a useful tool for the
about 200 such sparrows, most of to record the number of attempts nine birds,
at night, study of the physiology of the
which are in the process of pre- the bird makes to get out of the which normally migrate
during orientation of migration with
nuptial molt and gaining weight cage and the direction its which exhibit night restlessness
birds of the genus "Zonotrichia."
Itheir season of migration.
for their "migratory restlessness." most attempt,: nrr made,
And all to the aid of science.
Under the guidance of Dr. Mewaldt, several graduate and undergraduate students maintain intricate charts on the birds’ activities,
The program began in August.
1958 and was aided in January.
1959 with a $20.600 research grant
What’s on the collective student the army and air force ROTC dances, beach parties and banfrom the National Science Foun- mind this spring?
units, to be held May 6 at the quets.
dation.
During the remainder of March
Dancesformal and otherwise Elks club in Palo Alto; the Spring
seems, along with various formal scheduled for May 7 by are planned the following activiit
An exchange with Delta
beach parties, play productions, the Social Affairs committee; and ties:
1Gamma. March 23, Delta Sigma
concerts, recitals, and early morn- the Senior Ball on May 21.
Also on the Spring calendar are Phi; an exchange with Sigma Chi,
ing breakfasts.
I Major dances of the formal na- two major theater productions March 24, Gamma Phi Beta: DelPRESBYTERIAN
ture include the Independent Men "Right You Are," which will run ta Zeta "Man" contest, March 24;
CHURCH
and Women’s council dance at the March 25, 26 and 29 through April Dance, March 25, Alpha Phi -Villa Hotel in San Mateo on 2 in the College Theater, and Delta Gamma; "Deadline Dinner,"
!March 26: the Spring formal at "Liliom" which is scheduled for March 31, Sigma Delta Chi.
- Alameda at Shasta ’ the Hawaiian Gardens on April May 20, 21 and 24 through 27.
Next month will be the follow1 sponsored by the Social Affairs The Children’s Theater will also ing: April 1. Theater party, Theta
CY 4-7447
Icommittee: and the Junior class present a production opening Ap- Xi; April 2, Sweetheart dance,
Sigma Chi; Pledge Dance, Kappa
prom on April 23. Others include ril 29.
Sunday Services
The music department is also Delta; "Golden Eagle Fantasy,"
I the Military Ball sponsored
8:30 & 11 a.m.,
planning several recitals which Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Spring
7.00 p.m.
are scheduled for March 22, 29, dance, Alpha Chi Omega; "Man"
CANTERBURY
April 5, 19, May 3 and 24. The dance, Delta Zeta; Beach party,
ASSOCIATION
San Jose Symphonic orchestra will I.ambda Chi Alpha; Blossomtime
JOHN KNOX
Christian Center
also present a concert on May 9. Ball. Theta Xi.
STREET
92
SOUTH
FIFTH
FELLOWSHIP
April 5, Concert, Phi Mu Al10 and 17.
Holy Cornm.nion at 7:30 cm,
Another major musical presen- pha; April 22, Fireman’s Ball, Pi
student )
E.iery Thursday
tation will be the music-comedy Kappa Alpha; Dinner, Chi Sigma
Office Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Barbara E. Arnold
show, "Revelries" which will run Epsilon; April 23, "Beaux Art 45 am.Perspective
A
Delta Phi
April 21 and 22 in Morris Dailey Ball," Alpha Gamine
-udy:
Delta; Dance, Sigma Kappa.
auditorium.
Toward Christian
Lyke’s third issue of the school "Kiddies Hop," Delta Gamma:
’21arriage
year also will appear during this Dance, Phi Mu: Sailor’s Ball, Delbusy spring season, going on sale ta Sigma Phi: Dinner-dance. Sig00 p.m. Knox Club
ma Phi Epsilon.
March 30.
April 30, Dance, Sigma Ph
"Greece" will be a beehive of
Episcopcd Church
meet student
activity this spring too, nearly all Epsilon; Dance. Alpha Phi; Dance.
Services at Trinity, al N. 2nd
friends here ...
Alpha
fraternities and soroities are plan- Kappa Kappa Gamma
8.06 a
,
9.25 and 11:00 a.rn.
Winfield Blount. Minister
ning functions such as exchanges, Theta,
Morning Prayer
Charles Tyler, Minister
W. B. Murdock, Rector
to Students
Warren Debenham, Ass

n Student Minds This Spring:
Concerts, Plays, Dances, Recitals

WESTMINSTER

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
First Methodist
Church

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church
TENTH and SAN SALVADOR STS.

ad SANTA CLARA STS.
9:30 a.m. College Church
School Clau

Welcomes you to
MORNING WORSHIP

MORNING WORSHIP
11:00 a.m.

9:30 and I 100 a.m.
"How Jesus Dealt With
Responsibility"
Seven Last Words of Jesus

5 p.m. Evening Vespers

One, DONALD A. GETTY, Minister
John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

Edwin Al. Sweet, Minister
Carl Mehger, Minister of Visitation

"The Burden of God"

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 and 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr, Clarence Sands
Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C

Cre:

SUNDAY
9:15 a.m. Seminar"Fundamentaln of
Christianity"
6:00 p.m. Tri-C Club"Consider Him"

3rd and San Antonio

Religion completes the college experience.
Participate with other collegians this Sunday.

Presbyterians Welcome You
SUNDAY WORSHIP:
First Presbyterian Church, 48 No. 3rd
’services at 9:30 and 11:00 a.m.
REVEREND PHIL W. BARRETT, Pastor
PRESBYTERIAN’S OFFICIAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
"United Campus Christian Fellowship"
Main meeting: Tuesday 7:15 p.m.
at The Christian Center, 92 South Fifth Street
REVEREND DON EMMEL, Campus Pastor

Inennmar

,ns over 18 are eligible to
take all AYH trips. Those ’15 to
18 are eligible to travel on AYH
in the United States and Canada.
Hostelers do their own cooking except when occasionally staying at hotels and restaurants in
large cities:
A hostel group is composed of
not more than 10 peopie, including a leader. Groups are arranged
by age. interests and ahilitint

By ED RAPOPORT
Like to take off some summer,
temporarily forget your Iles, live
a life of freedom and advent ure?
If so, ,the American You
Hostel’ program is your answer.
Fqr more than 23 years the
American Youth Hostel, inc., has
been conducting tours throughout Europe and America for
youth who want to remain youthful.
A youth hostel is a resting place,
offering inexpensive overnight accommodations to travelers in the
United States, Canada and 30 other countries. In 1958, there were
3200 youth hostels in the world
and 1,300,000 youth hostel members.
Such organizations as the AYH
offer scenic, educational and oftentimes awe-inspiring jaunts to such
places as Paris, Rome, London.
Amsterdam, New England, Colorado or Hawaii.
Travel is by bicycle and on foot.
but trains, buses, boats or station wagons are used in covering
long stretches. Groups cycle about
30 miles or hike about 10 miles
a day.
Cost says the AYH people, is
kept down to a minimum and includes registration fees, roundtrip transportation, accident insurance, incidental transportation
while on the trip, organization and
leadership expenses and group attendance at such activities as museum tours and con’, 1.

whenever possible:
Hostel trips in P.1,1,,1,1, Iasi
from May to August, and
in the Americas vary from th,y.
four
to eight weeks. Special
off-seasrea
tours also are available
The AYH urges applicants
inquire early to insure
accorana.lis
(Ions. Further information
be obtained by writing to May
Amen.
can Youth Hostels, 111e,
14 W,
Eighth St Ni,.; York.

HOME COOKING
Complete Dinner Selections
Sirloin Tip
Roast Beef . . . .
Veal Cutlet
.

50

Plus Other Selections

Orders to Go
Friendly Service ... Fine Food

GENE’S DINNERS
OPEN
Wueliddys
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Sundays
7 a rn. to 9 p so.

CY 3-9821
1595 S. FIRST ST.
SAN -JOSE

STUDENT SPRING SPECIALS
GENERATORS

Brake Shoes

Rebuilt by 4ietc+,,iy expriirt
Topqual
All CARS

PER SET
3al
794111
exch.
Best gulity, heavy
duty, dual friction.
Hare power for
real fast stop!

9.95
ex h

Fuel Pumps
Rebuilt Water Pumps Rebuilt
Guaranteed factory rebuilt by
Factory rebuilt, tested arid proved on
many makes of cars. Pressure tested
and we guarantee. 11 Or up. each.
sae741 We also
have them for Cadillac,
Chryslers, Hudson& and
Nash cars, Savings c’
$5 to 15

REBUILT

Regulators el, 01-Rebuilt by factory

men and wholly guaranteed.
each.

2 98

Master Cylinders
Top quality

,.

experts.
DOUBLE ACTION
Rag. 8.95now

4.79

inch

SINGLE ACTION
reg. 3.95now

1.98

PICi,

Air Hammers Cement Pails
Exemplify Building Work

By DWIGHT MILLER
With the coming of Spring we
see around campus the many activities of workmen running hither and yon with their hammers
and little pails of cement.
Fall meant destruction (part of
the Speech and Drama building
parapet, the old Student Union,
and a few old housesi: Spring
means. construction (the new Library addition, the second floor
of the Speech and Drama building, the addition to the Music
building, the six new dorms, and
other proposed structures.)
The old Student Union fell to
the blows of a steel ball to become a pile of rubble, a muddy
hole, then a hole with pilings in
it. Soon it will become a six story
addition to the Library where stuIdents can go to study, read, or,
much to the chagrin of the serious students and librarian, hold
pleasant conversation.
’ Soon (we hope) the fem.,
around the Speech and Dram
corral will be removed. the "Please
Do Not Feed The Speech A nd
Drama Majors" signs will be forgotten, and things will get back
to a new normal with a brand new
floor, four new lecture rooms,
three public speaking rooms, one
seminar room, one directing and
acting room, 31 office spaces,
room for three future TV studios, and a few new rest rooms
to boot.
The Art building, which was
dedicated recently, moved the Art
department from the Art wing
of Tower hall to more spacious
surroundings.
The Music building is getting an
addition which will have threr
lecture rooms, eight activity
rooms. 24 faculty offices, and 39
Individual practice rooms.
The new dormitories will accoNOT THE GIFT
MEMPHIS. Tenn. (UP11Mrs.
J. M. Birmingham tried to remember that it’s the "thought
that counts" behind any gift, even
when her 11 -year-old son gave her
a plastic hag containing water,
gold fish and a lizard.

modate 600 students, and will relieve the housing problem considerably.
A new parking lot on San Carlos between Eighth and Ninth abs.
will relieve somewhat the present
parking problem. Later, two multilevel parking lots will be put in
to accommixlate the rest of the
cars.
Spring this year means building and growing, and San Jose
State College is playing its part.

men on the move
411101 a
Aa

06114

take the right steps to
launch their engineering career
1111111P

111104

di.

4
CONVAIR-POMONA ... in Southern California
STEREOPHONIC
MONAURAL
CLASVCS
POPULAR

"SO

offers NEW PROGRAMS with excellent opportunities today for Engineers.
Convair-Pomona, created the Army’s newest weapon. REDEYE. Shoulder Fired
MISSILE and developed the Navy’s ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES
and many other, still highly classified programs.

SPECIAL
Recordio
Tape Recorder

89.95
Dual Speed
Dual Track
Push Button
control
Reg. $129.95

Positions are open for Bachelors, Masters and Doctorate candidates in the fields
of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics, Physics, Industrial Engineering ar,d
Business Administration.
ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the competent engineer as rapidly
as his capabilities will permit in currently expanding programs.
PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT CONVAIR-POMONA’S facility is of modern design and completely air-conditioned. You 4111 work with men who have pioneered
the missile industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced programs
in existence.
ADVANCED EDUCATIONTuition refund is provided for graduate work in the field
of your specialty. Company sponsored in plant bra ning Courses offer the Engineer
the finest of educational opportunities.
CALIFORNIA LIVINGSuburban Pomona offers loser living costs and moderate
priced property, unexcelled rerreational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic
and the ultimata in comfort arid gracious living.

COaStWII/1.0
266 SOUTH FIRST
oPPOStil on imiATIR

VALLEY FAIR
AT

c" OnormiG LOT

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

Contact your placement office immediately to
assure yourself of
campus interview with Con.
voirRomono. March 23rd.

CONVAIR/POMONA

If personal interview is not possible send rm.
urns and grade transcript to IL L. Dino,
Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept. CN
449, Pomona, California.

GENERAL DYNAMICS
CORPORATION
Pomona, California

Convair Division of

weIl0

